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Superdelegates
face making
decisions soon
By The Associated Press
CHICAGO(AP)-- Barack Obaina and Hillary Rodham Clinton
heaved toward the finish line in their exhausting Democratic presidential odyssey with Obama poised to claim victory and Clinton facing the prospects of having to abandon a quest that once seemed a
sure shot.
And although today's primary-season ending contests in South
Dakota and Montana won't decide the Democratic nomination, the
closing of the polls could open the floodgates to dozens of superdelegates — members of Congress and other party leaders — long anxious to throw their support to Obama.
That could decide the nomination in a matter of days.
"Once the last votes are cast, then it's in everybody's interest to
resolve this quickly so we can pivot. We're less than three months
away from our convention. So we've got a lot of work to do in terms
of bringing the party together," the Illinois senator said in an interview with The Associated Press on Monday as he campaigned in
Michigan, a general-election battleground.
Obama said there were a lot of superdelegates who have been private supporters of his but wanted to respect the process by not
endorsing until the final primaries were done.
"We're still working the phones and were still talking to people
... so we'll certainly have to wait until a little later tonight to see
what the final tally is, but we certaialy feel good waking up this
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

III See Page 3A

FAIR TIME: Barry Schewe, with Myers International Midway, Inc., of Gibsonton, Fla., worked this morning adding final touches to the Zumer ride at the Murray-Calloway County Fair. The carnival rides open tc the public this evening. The Myers
International Midway will be in Murray this week and travel to Benton for the Marshall County MI Fair June 10-14.
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Calloway drawn in
post-election audit
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
•
And you thought the elections were over.
Despite the primary season wrapping things up tonight when votmg results start rolling in from Montana and South Dakota,
Calloway County will recap May 20 voting here thanks to being randomly selected for a post-election audit by the Kentucky Attorney
General's office.
-These audits ensure a fair and equitable election procesi in
Kentucky and supplement the work our investigators did leading up
to and during the primary election," AG Jack Conway said in a
release.
Calloway County was picked in a random drawing Monday
morning in tha attorney general's office along with Butler, Letcher,
Perry, Trimble and Webster counties.
The audits are required by law in no fewer than five percent of
Kentucky's counties after each primary and general election.
Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. said it has been seven or
eight years since Calloway County was last randomly chosen to be
audited.
"We've done it before," he said. "Anything they want...I'll give
them the keys to the office if they want them."
The post-election audit is another step to check the state's election procedures on the local level. According to Courses,. investigators are sent to counties on election day and spot ;heck a handful of
precincts,
"We had one here May 20," he recalled.
' Coursey wasn't sure when the audit would take place.
' "It seems like they called and said they'd be here on some date,"
be explained of his office's previous post-election audit. "But we
have all our stuff all together so it's easy to grab. We're good."
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Lawmakers working all day Monday did
not reach an agreement about what to do
about the state's financially-ailing pension
system.
The current system, which covers administration, faculty and staff at the state's public universities and schools as well as county workers, is reportedly facing a financial
crisis, primarily over skyrocketing health
care costs.
Legislative leaders from both the House
and Senate met Monday on a plan aimed at
shonng up system, but wrapped up talks
without a deal in place, according to an
Associated Press report this morning.
However the article said the negotiations
had mostly focused on highlighting differences. 'on some issues we're far apart and
on some issues we're close," said House
Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green
Gov. Steve Beshear met with legislative

leaders Thursday at the Capitol where he
offered to call a special session to consider
action on the matter this month, but said he
would only call a session if there was agreement between the various parties in principle. He also signed an executive order setting up a panel to study other proposals
before the regular session begins in January.
Beshear said he would call a special session for June 23 if lawmakers could agree on
a solution before then."We all agree that the
state's public pension problem is a real
mess," he said. "We must act now. We must
stop the bleeding of taxpayer dollars now."
Current plans call for
negotiators to meet again
Monday, June 9, in hopes
of inching closer toward an
agreement
However Murray's legislators are optimistic that a
deal will be reached and
Hionley

See Page 2A

Soapbox Derby gets in gear this weekend.
Special to the Ledger
After months of preparation
by race car drivers, their relatives and guardians, the 9th
annual Murray Rotary Club
Soapbox Derby event is ready to
roll!
Festivities will begin Friday
afternoon on the downtown
Main Street course. Trial runs
begin at 3 p.m. followed by
adult challenge races that are
open to the general public.
-The adult challenge races on
Friday evening are really fun",
said Greg DeLancey, president
of the Rotary Club. -This is an
opportunity for all kinds of
groups to have some goodnatured bragging rights.
"Last year, a member of the
Rotary Club challenged a member of the Lions Club to a race;
we've had lawyers racing
lawyers, firemen racing policemen, and school teachers racing
their administrators," he said.
"It's all in fun and we encourage

Rotary photo

Kenny Jackson, left, and mentor David Farrell piece together
their sowbox racer Saturday.
everyone to try it.
going from year to year," he
A& you have to do is show up added.
on Friday evening and pay a
On Saturday, all of the race
very modest entry fee. The cars are brought to the court
money helps us keep this event square

20-75% Off Spring & Summer Merchandise
•

legislators will be called back to Frankfort
sotneurne this month.
Rep. Melvin Henley, a Democrat, said
officials of Kentucky Department of
Education and various other groups
involved had reached a previous agreement, which
was abandoned dunng the
last few hours of the
General Assembly's 2008
biennial session.
"I think they probably
will come up with an agreement that we can go in and
pass without all this manipWaters
ulating that goes on," he
said "They've been working on this for two
years and at the last minute, David Williams,
the president of the senate, tried to ram
through some changes in it that he wanted
and the committee that was working on it in

Dresses up tó...75% Off i• Shoes up to 50% Off
305-C .12th St..• Murra ,KY • 753-5678

"This colorful sight is highlighted by the drivers and their
'pit crews' polishing the vehides, wiping down the wheels
and doing anything within the
rules to secure a possible advantage," said _Deana Wright.
Rotary Club member and director of the Derby.
At 8 a.m. will be the introduction of the event and then
start the stock division heats.
"We want to invite the enure
community come down to the
square and make a day of it,"
Wright added. -There will be
plenty of excitement on the track
all day long, quite a few stores
will be open for shopping and
food and drink will be available.
"It's about as American as
you can get," she said.
Rotary
member
Pete
Lancaster, one of the people
who brought the event to
Murray, elaborated on some of

II See Page 2A
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Paving streets, sidewalks
discussed by Hazel council

Ky. gove
council,

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL. Ky. — Paving of
streets, construction of sidewalks and other infrastructure
issues occupied the Hazel City
Council during their monthly
meeting Monday night as councilrnembers reviewed the city's
2008-09 budget.
Mayor
Kerry Vasseur,
Joe Thompson
and other counmembers
cil
discussed using
most of the
city's $68,0(X)
in road aid
Vossour
funding to pave
or patch various streets includsections of Barnett.
ing
Calloway and First streets and
possibly some patch work on a
section of Meyers Road and
other areas.
The construction was proposed following a canvass of the
roadways by Thompson and
Vasseur. The mayor noted that
immediate road repairs needed
include a stretch of approximately six-tenth of a mile.
The city is also planning construction of a sidewalk fronting
U.S. 641 South through the city
in front of the South 641 Water
District office. the Magnolia Tea
Room and possibly around the
corner along a short section of
State Line road. Construction of
a sidewalk along the north side
of Barnett Street between Third
Street and the Hazel Community
Center was also proposed.
While paving and patching of
streets is expected to begin soon
. following a state-required bidding process, the council voted
to look into the cost of the sidewalk construction project that
would stretch for approximately
two-tenths of a mile; possibly
hiring a contractor to do both
jobs to save money. Multiple

Following a recommendation
contractors would be considfrom Micure. the council unaniered.
hike
to
voted
A bidding process would not mously
he necessary, according to Wilkinson's pay from WO per
Councilwoman Nancy Mieure. month to $750. Wilkinson. who
because the cost of the project works about 50-plus hours per
would be less than $20,000. week keeping the city's books,
Mieure also suggested going was commended for her skill
with a bonded contractor that and experience. Mieure pointed
would be qualified to do the job out the recommended rate of pay
for the lowest cost possible.
was set to compensate the clerk
With the addition of about for her experience and hard
$8,600 in state income expected work and may or may not apply
this year. Vasseur estimated to any subsequent clerks who
street repairs would cost the city will also be paid based on job
about $35.(1X)leaving a $41.(U) skills.
surplus that would be slated to
"She not only does our
provide funds for additional books, she even comes in here
road repairs and paving when and cleans," Mieure said.
needed: possibly used in conAccording to Vasseur's estijunction with additional road
the city's fire fund will
funding to fully pave some mates,
approximately $12,100
in
take
streets.
during the corning year. With the
In other husiness. the council
addition of about $1,300 in tanreviewed Vasseur's proposed
gible taxes, projected income is
$67,155 projected budget for
to be around $13,400.
fiscal 2008-09 budget which expected
at $10,600
begins July 1. The city expects Expenses estimated
and
purchase
equipment
for
to collect $37.200 in property'
taxes the coming year; an addi- repair, supplies gas and misceltional $13,100 in auto and fran- laneous costs would leave a prochise taxes; $8.100 in auto jected surplus of about $2,800.
In other action, the council
taxes: $6,400 in telecommunications taxes; about $4,000 in approved the signature of Kim
interest income on a certificate DeRenard of the Purchase Area
of deposit account: ¶2,(U) from Development District on paperbusiness licensing, in addition to work related to the recent allocascvcral smaller coffe.ctions from Om of 7,440,X.0 Illstiitc fsiriding
various sources.
on approval of a community
However projected expenscs development block grant to
include $13.(0.1 in utility bills; upgrade the city's wastewater
$9,650 for public safety; $8.430 and sewer infrastructure.
in insurance costs; $5,000 in
The signature approval is a
legal fees, and about $4,000 in paperwork hurtle that will allow
maintenance and supplies. Costs
the funds to pass through the
for mayor and commissioners
city's municipal budget to the
fees was listed at $3.232; meetSouth 641 Water District Board
ing and dues costs. $1,000; and
of Directors to complete the
donations
and
publications
work as required by state law.
reported at around $2,000.
The council commended
Total projected expenses for
as well as PADD repDeRenard,
the year was reported at $67,012
leaving a surplus of about $143. resentative Jeremy Buchanan,
However maintenance, supply for the work they have accomand other costs were trimmed to plished over several years to
provide funding a pay raise for obtain the grant funds to accomplish the work.
City Clerk Janice Wilkinson.

the reasons the Murray Rotary
Club sponsors this labor-intensive event.
"This program has gone on
in American since 1934. It was
envisioned as an activity for
young people accepting responsibility for a project, being guided throughout by family and/or

guardians. and then havin2 the
experience of completing the
work in a fun-filled day of competition highlighted by good
sportsmanship. All of those
values have remained constant
during the nearly 75-year history of the All-American Soapbox
Derby." said Lancaster.
Wright pointed out that traffic patterns in the downtown

area will be redirected beginning Friday afternoon and conSaturday
through
tinuing
evening. Plenty of parking will
be available in close proximity
to the race course and shopping.
There is no charge for viewing the races.
For more information, call
759-9474.
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From Front
the House refused to bring it up.Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, said the primary
concern lies not with retirement funding but the
ever-rising challenge of covering health care costs.
"I think we all recognize that the Kentucky teachers' endowment is in pretty good financial shape.
Actually it's how we are going to cope with the
other two pension plans, as well as how we are
going to cope with all of the health care concerns,
because that is one of the forces that is really
impacting fae pension plan," Winters said.
"It's just a tremendous impact right now."
He added there will also be action concerning
how classified public school employees will be
dealt with. "I think there will be some discussion
regarding that, but I think most of the issues that
were being presented at the close of the last session were fairly strongly supported in both the
House and the Senate."
Kentucky's state retirement system covers more
than 445,000 people, including city, county and
state employees and faculty staff and administrators in all of the state's public schools and universities under the Kentucky Employee Retirement
System and the County Employee Retirement
System.
The governor proposes making future state
employees work longer before coming eligible for
retirement. He also proposed requiring new
employees to contribute 1 percent of their salaries
to health insurance costs. Beshear said the state
could save about ¶500 million per year under the
proposal and local governments throughout the
state could also save more than $50 million combined.
Henley said the agreement would change the
number of years retirees would have to work to
receive full retirement benefits.
"What they are essentially doing is changing
the hiring system for new hires." he said. "People
who are hired after July I the beginning of the
2008-09 fiscal year). It doesn't affect anyone
already working or anyone already retired. So it
has no affect on them other than it gives a guarantee to KERS and CERS of up to 1.5 percent
(increase) which is the same thing the KTRS. the
Kentucky Teashers Retirement System. has

always been."
Henley said lawmakers usually bring baseline
compensation for current retirees to match the
consumer price index, but that may change for the
better. -But heretofore the guaranteed pace has
been more for CERS and KERS than it has been
for KTRS," he said. "That is the only legal change
that they could make that would affect present
retirees or future retirees of those presently working."
The proposed system would encourage teachers and other employees to stay on the job in
Kentucky. For example, teachers would have to
stay about 30 years instead of 27 for full retirement benefits.
"It prevents people from coming in and working in a system for five to 10 years. Really it's an
incentive for them to become career employees
instead of coming in and moving on to something
else." he said.
Henley pointed out that about 90 percent of the
system's unfunded liabilities are due to health care
Costs.

"It's actually a very small percentage of the
actual amount on-hand invested for the number of
employees scheduled to retire. Only about 10 percent of the actuarial imbalance is within the pay
system and 90 percent is the escalating cost of
health care," he said.
Winters said lawmakers were informed that
leadership teams were meeting to try to reach an
agreement last week. He expects Beshear to call a
special session.
"When it is in a form that we are going to go
with. I imagine he'll call us up there," Winters
said, pointing out he will be in Frankfort Thursday
and Monday for meetings.
"So I'll be up there for dialog with them those
two days as well as by phone on any day in
between," he said.
Should a special session be called. Winters said
he would also like to deal with completion of
unfinished road projects across the state including
completion of U.S. 68/Ky. 80 from Murray to
Coldwater. However Beshear would have to
include highway action on the agenda for a special-called session before lawmakers can further
deal with the issue.
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Former Gov Ernie Fletcher. Beshear's Republican predecessor.
abolished the Governor's Employee Advisory Council, dropped the
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districtwIde educational poliupdate
cy/procedure
required by changes in state
law.
ill The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital board of
meet
will
HAZARD. Ky. (AP — Perry County Magistrate Jimmy Darrel trustees
Neace was remembered for his integrity and willingness to help oth- Wednesday at noon at
Spring Creek Health Care in
ers at his funeral in eastern Kentucky.
Room.
The 53-year-old Neace was gunned down Fhday night along with the Station 3 Dining
al meetorganization
An
•
near
store
convenience
a
at
employee
department
a county road
consupporting
those
ing
for
weapon
the
turned
then
gunman
the
says
Hazard. A deputy coroner
struction of a skate park in
on himself.
Murray is scheduled for 7
WYMT-TV reports that hundreds gathered for Neace's visitation
p.m. on Monday, June 9, at
hundreds.
drew
also
Hazard
in
Monday
funeral
his
and
night,
Sunday
the Calloway County Library
State Sen Brandon Smite says Neace stood out for his integrity Annex. All children, parents
and interested community
and that Neace would always say what his position was and wouldmembers wanting to be
n't waver. Smith says the day before Neese died he called asking for
involved in park planning and
money for a sewage proiect at e Perry County elementary school.
Funeral services were also held Monday for the gunman. 55-year. fundraising efforts are invited
to attend.
old Jerry Fugate
II To report a Town Crier
Lew
worker
department
road
county
-year-old
60
The funeral for
item, call 753-1916.
Allen Caudill of Jeff was today.

III Superdelegates face ...

Audit says state guardianship
program has problems

Louisville lawsuit settlements up,
but not out of line

Tinviserler

Funeral held for killed
eastern Ky. magistrate
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Life comes in many p.h-ases.
From walking down the aisle to raising a family to planning for retirement.
And many financial decisions come along the way.
But one of those decisions is simple. Call

Vinson at Heritage Solutions for ALL your
financial planning. Mark has the experience to
provide you with the answers to your questions
and the products to make your plans a reality.
210 Norte 1214 St • Murray. KY 420'1
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COMMUNITY
Ross Bolen, the KIDS series
provides a perfect introduction
The annual Kirksey Day will be Saturto theatre for children. 'High
day from 4 to 8 p.m. at the Kirksey Unitquality naatenal for children
ed Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy. 299, Kirkcan be difficult to find,* Bole:
sey.
proseries
said. 'The KIDS
Activities will include tethered bot-air
vides access to kid friendly'
balloon rides, bingo, inflatables, games for
material that is also well known
children, five gospel/bluegrass groups, child
and high quality. Many of these
1D kits, cake walk, antique cars and tractitles are known Broadway tides
tors. MCCH health Express screenings and
specifically adapted to the skill
Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad's
levels and capabilities of kids."
lois
"Fire Safety Trailer." Musical groups perSince 2006, the two-week
For Heaven's Sake, The
camp has focused on teaching
Datebook forming will be Crawford,
The Hallelujah
skills in the context of proBy Jo Burkeen Grants, Kevin
Singers and Grandpaw's Legacy.
ducing a show. The two-week
Community
Hamburgers, hot dots, cookies/brownks
camp teaches skills in acting,
Editor
and soft drinks will be served. There 6
singing, dancing and art design,
utilizing a staff of adult and no charge for anything with Klrksey United Methodist
even teen volunteers from the Church as sponsor. For more Information call Rev. Mark
older branch of the Playhouse's Earheart, pastor, at 489-2910 or Michael Harrison, event
Box of Frogs youth theatre com- coordinator, at 489-6140.
pany.
In addition to Frog and Toad,
is tonight
the story is filled with other
Fort Heiman Camp 18343 Sons of Confederate Veterans
forest friends like birds, snails, along with the J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters
squirrels, lizards, mice and of Confederacy will have a short memorial day service at the
moles played by 41 other chilRobert E. Let statue on the Murray courtsquare tonight at 6.
dren from Murray and Cal- All interested persons are invited.
loway County.
Bolen said this year's camp
Cross Blood Drive today
cast includes Jackson Hale, Red
Calloway County Chapter of American Red C'ross is holdThornFaith
Shaeffer,
Kylie
ing a blood dnse today until 3 at Lowe's parking lot.
ton. Noah Rudolph, Amanda
Handegan, Anna Cate Brown,
Katie Allen, Jordan Rickman, Rabies Clinics will be held
Calloway County Veterinary Medical Association will sponKristen Lyons, Mikaylen Evans,
rabies clinics at various locations in the city and county.
sor
Shaylee Cullop, Wendy Waling, Claire Contri, Raegan on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Clinics will be WednesStone, Mallory Stone, Cecile day from 9 to 11 am. at Kutsey United Methodist Church.
p.m.
Stone, Wes Howe, Abby Park- 2 to 4 p.m. at Lynn Grove Crawford Shell, and 7 to 8
to
9
from
Thursday
Department:
Health
County
Calloway
at
Arnold.
er, Eve Laski, Clara
Isaac Hansen. Madison Con- II a.m. at Hazel Community Center, from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Almo Fire Station and 7 to 8 p.m. at Health Department; Fritri, Delaney Alderson. Macrae
Cagle, Callie Garrison, Alexis day from 9 to II a.m. at New Concord Church of Christ and
Lamb, Bill Bray, Ana Lili 2 to 4 p.m. at Take Me Back Cafe.
Alvarez, Casey Key, Hanna ,
Walters, Garret Putz, Shelby Assistance for veterans planned
Louis, Madeline Littleton, Clay
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
Doran, Cassa Doran, Claire and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
('rosier, Max Ortner, Rachel Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory
Morgan, Mattie Miller, Avery at Benton. Ron McClure, regional field representative of KenWilmurth, Emily Kinsey, and tucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
Traci Zacharko.
For information and appointments, call 1-877-812-0840 or ePlayhouse in the Park's sumu- mail ronald.racclureaOky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted as time
al youth summer theatre camp permits.
production of"A Year With Frog
And Toad - KIDS" runs for CCHS Council will meet
five
performances, Friday
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Counthrough Tuesday. June 6-10. cil will have a special called meeting Wednesday at 5:10 p.m.
Show times are Friday and in the media center
Saturday 7:30 p.m., Sunday at
2:30 p.m. and Monday and
Teachers will be honored
Tuesday at 7 p.m. Tickets are
On Wednesday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the Deli C,afe in
www.playavailable by visiting
back area of Murray Wal-Mart, all teachers will be given
the
houseinthepazk.net or calling
tool kit for their classrooms as a part of giving credit
free
a
the Murray Convention and:
for their service to the community.
Visitors Bureau at 759-2199.

Memorial service

GREG TRAVIStectatir & Tines
Phoebe Shown, left. and Kayla Little, 11, study a yellow frog
during a recent session of the annual Playhouse in the Park's
Summer Camp. Participating students will stage a theatrical
production based upon the "Frog and Toad" series of didcken's books. Shown will play 'Toad" and Little will play
'Frog."
and the play is based upon a set and costume design, music
year in their lives as they trav- and choreography.
"We are getting to meet new
el through all four seasons and
the incidents they encounter people and make new friends,
too," Little said.
on their way.
The two girls are not
Shown said she was excited and the play was "an expe- strangers to the theater. Shown
rience of how you get the main has been in the production of
"Annie." and Little has been
part of a production."
Little added that she was in "High School Musical."
learning that "if you want a "Bugsv Malone, Jr.." and "It's
part and you work hard you A Wonderful Life,"
The Playhouse production.
can get it. But you have to
"A Year With Frog And Toad
believe in yourself."
The girls agreed those attend- - KIDS" is a condensed vering the camp were also learn- sion of the full show and part
ing how actors and actresses of Musical Theatre Internationaudition for roles and the many al's KIDS series. According to
parts of the theater. including Playhouse Executive Director

Purchase Area Chapter to meet

Hayman and McDaniel
named to dean's list
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LEXINGTON. Ky. -- Peter
Hayman and Evan McDaniel
of Calloway County have been
named to the dean's list for
spring 2008 semester at Bluegrass Community & Technical
College.
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The college recognizes academic excellence by naming
full-time students to the dean's
list who have earned an overall semester grade point average of 3.5 or better in courses numbered 100 or above.

State mascots will be visitors
Fair's Kentucky State Fair to be Aug.
State
Kentucky
beloved mascot. Fairbear and 14-24 at the Kentucky ExpoFairabear, will visit the Mur- sition Center. Louisville.
Falai:ear and Fairabear will
ray-Calloway County Fair on
return to the State Fair folWednesday.
They will be giving away !owing their statewide tour,
sunglasses, pins, plenty of hugs, during which they plan to attend
and information about the 2008 over 70 event&

Seay receives degree
OWENSBORO,Ky. -- Kentucky Weskyan College awarded bachelor's degrees at the
140th commencement ceremonies on May 10
Emily Seay. magna cum
buck. graduated with a bach-

WOODMEN
‘•,cocirmer

elor of arts degree in accounting.
Seay is the daughter of
Robert and Debbie Seay of Murray and is a graduate of Murray High School.
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2-$50 GIFT
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Drawing
Set., June 7
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TOPS Group will meet
TOPS * Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship mill. Ill North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Jot= at 2279521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet wariest at 7 at
the Calloway Comity Public Library. For information call Pat
at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 6:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Enter from the southstde rear door located near the
playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem
of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p m and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet tonight at 6 or a potluck meal and meeting at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464. east of
Alino.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 4 in the media center. Principal Lou Carter
invites all interested persons.

Laker band boosters to meet

S.

a

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will
meet Thursday at 10:30 am. at Pizza Inn. 1001 Joe Clifton
Or, Paducah, for a combined meeting and luncheon. All retirees
of the Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle. Fulton. Hickman, Graves,
Marshall and McCracken County Retirement Systems and Kentucky Sate Police Retirement System are invited. For information call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.

209 N. 12Th St
Murray. Ky. 42071
270-753-7534
Mon-Fri. 10-5 p.m. • Sat 10-4 p.m
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Billy Bales*

Annual Kirksey Day will
be Saturday afternoon

Playhouse in the Park's Youth Summer Theatre Camp in progress
The annual Playhouse in the
Park's Youth Summer Theatre
Camp is currently under way
with 45 area students, ages 711, enjoying an assortment of
theater-onented activities. The
camp also challenges the youth
to rehearse and perform a condensed version of a popular children's musical in Just two
weeks.
This year Arnold Lobel's
well-loved characters Frog and
Toad hop from the page to the
stage in Robert and Willie
Reale's musical "A Year With
Frog And Toad - KIDS," based
on Lobel's award-winning series
of children's books, and directed by Holly Bloodworth of Murray. "A Year With Frog And
KIDS" runs for five
Toad
performances June 6-10.
In 2002, Adnanne Lobel,
the author's daughter, and a
successful designer and producer in her own right, commissioned a musical based on
her father's most beloved characters. The result, "A Year With
Frog And Toad" remains true
to the spirit of the original
stones as it follows two great
friends, the cheerful and popular "Frog" played by Kayla
Little, and the rather grumpy
"Toad" played by Phoebe
Shown, through four fun-filled
seasons.
Waking from hibernation in
the spring, the show follows
the friends* activities season
by season as they proceed to
plant gardens,swim, rake leaves
and go sledding, and learn life
lessons along the way. The
entire year teaches important
lessons of friendship and rejoices in the attributes that make
each of us different and special.
The clever book, lyrics and
snazzy music can serve as a
great introduction to theatre for
youngsters, while keeping
adults entertained as well. "A
Year With Frog And Toad" is
inventive, exuberant and totally enchanting.
Shown, a third grade student at Murray Elementary
School, will play the part of
"Toad" in the production and
Little, a sixth grade student at
Murray Middle School, will
play the part of "Frog."
They explained that 'Ibad"
and "Frog" are good friends
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Calloway County Laker Band Roosters will meet today at
5:30 in the high school band room. All interested persons are
encouraged to attend

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alen for a car or truck in good running condition for a single mother with two children has been issued by
the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any one having one to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

Park swimming pool open
Murray-Calloway County Part Swimming Pool is now open
tor the 2008 schedule. Mike Sykes. aquatics director of the
part. said -the pool will be open from noon in 7 p m.. Monday through Saturday, arid from I to 6 p.m. on Sunday."

WASHING1
Sen. Robert C.
tallied Monday
tot's urging aft
lethargy and sh
Capitol and, lat
spokesman for
Democrat said.
Press %tell
Jacobs said th
senator would I
overnight for o(
Byrd. who
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Monday. thei
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feel ill less that
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Jacobs adds
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U.S. captures suspects in separate Iraqi raids

IIMaui**

Balentine
BAGHDAD (AP) - The capital. lie allegedb, facilitated
Billy Balentine, 65, Murray, died Monday, June 2, 2008. at 8:55 U.S. military captured two al- suicide bombings and "foreign
A.M. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Qaida in Iraq bombing suspects terrorist movement" for al He worked at Fisher Pnce Toys as A manufacturing engineei for and a Shiite militia leader in Qattia, the statement said. The
20 years. and at Jakel Inc. as maintenance supervisor/production separate raids this morning military said it also captured a
manager for 10 years. He retired as juvenile detention maintenance north and south of Baghdad. the suspected Shine militia leader
sup. I from McCracken Regional. He served on the Murray City military said.
south of Baghdad.
Council in the late 1980s, and was a constable for 20 years. A memThe U.S refers to such fightOne of the men, arrested
ber of Calvary Temple Church he had served as head deacon for along with four aides, is ers as members of Iranianover 30 years. An avid deer hunter and fisherman. he ilew ultra light believed to oversee aecunty for backed "special groups.' who
and other aircraft and also played many Musical instruments.
al-Qaida's Iraq branch in Mosul are defying a cease-fire order by
Born Aug 9, 1942, in the Tngg County portion of the Land - one of the terror network's anti-American cleric Muqtada
Betweer the Lakes, he lived there until 1964. A 1961 graduate of last urban strongholds where al-Sadr. Many of them are
Trigg County High School. he graduated from Murray State U.S. and Iraqi forces have believed to have fled recent
University. Preceding him in death were his parents. Rev. Fella and waged fierce battles against mil- fighting in Baghdad's Shiite
Mancy Baker Balentine. one brother. Roy Lee Balentine. and one itants in recent months.
militia stronghold of Sad, City.
sister. Dully Leitchfield.
The man and five associates
The man is also suspected of
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pat Stalls Balenune. to whom he masterminding bombings target- surrendered without incident at
was married Nov. 17, 1973; one son. James Steven Balentine. ing Iraqi police in the area, his home in Kut, southeast of the
Paducah: one stepson, Jeff Culver. Hardin: two daughters. Sandra according to a U.S. military Iraqi capital, a separate U.S
Balentine Zeman. Kuttawa and Darla Dugger and husband Aaron. statement. The other al-Qaida in military statement said He is
Murray; two sisters. Anna Pinnegar and husband. Bill. Paducah. and Iraq suspect was captured along accused of involvemar in the
Venue Brown, Murray; four grandchildren, J.P.. Jessica, Kendall with an assistant in Tikrit, a murder of Iraqis and American
and Kimberly; several nieces and nephews.
Sunni Muslim city north of the soldiers, it said.
The funeral will be Thursday at I p.m. in the chapel of ChurchillImes Family Funeial Home. Bro. Darrell Young and Rev. Elijah
Balentine will officiate. Pallbearers will be Toy Ross. Don Hart.
Dennis Chambers. Marty Williams and Kendall Balentine, active:
Cleo Chambers. Kimberly Zeman. Jessica Balentine and J.P.
- about the surgery, and did not
DURHAM. N.C. (AP)
Parrish, honorary. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Telling his wife he feels "like a say how much was removed.
Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calvary million bucks," Sen. Edward M. The procedure lasted about 3 1/2
Temple Building Fund. 3645 US Hwy. 641 S. Murray, KY 42071. Kennedy is recovering from hours.
"I feel like a million bucks. I
risky surgery that experts said
Online condolences may be made at www.imesrniller.com
do that again tomorwas designed to reduce hi:, brain think
Massachusetts
the
tumor and give chemotherapy row."
Christopher D.(Kip) Cloptoo M.D.
by a famquoted
was
Democrat
a
treatments
radiation
and
will
M.D.,
Clopton
(Kip)
D.
A graveside service for Christopher
ily spokeswoman as telling his
be today (Tuesday)at I p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery Dr. David chance to work.
The 76-year-old senator was wife, Vicki, immediately after
Roos will officiate.
Visitation is now at the Churchill-Imes Family expected to stay at the North the surgery
The sole surviving son of
Funeral Home. Online condolences may be made Carolina hospital for about a
most glamorous and
America's
to
home
returning
before
week
at www.imesmilleacom
Mr. Clopton M.D., 53, Lima. Peru. died Friday. Massachusetts for further treat- tragic political family was diagnosed last month with a maligment.
May 23. 2008 at 8:30 p.m. in Chiclayo. Peru.
In the following days, nant glioma, an often lethal type
A graduate of the University of Kentucky
in
Medical School, he completed his residency at Kennedy will probably be given of brain tumor discovered
a
Memphis State. He was a retired radiation oncol- drugs to prevent buuiiii swelliiig at*ASL7....AN /11
Details about Kennedy's
and seizures, which are possible
ogist and an international investor.
tumor have not
Born May 24. 1954. in Murray, Ky., he was the complications of the surgery. exact type of
The senator will also be closely been disclosed, but some cancer
Charlyne
and
Clopton
Dale
James
late
the
of
son
Ciopton
watched for bleeding and blood specialists have said it is a
Crass Clopton.
ghoblastoma multifonne --- an
Survivors include two sons. Army 1st Lt. Joshua Dale Clopton clots, because strokes are also a
uncom- especially deadly and tough-toand fiancé, Rachel Mesta, Fayetteville, N.C.. and Jacob Christopher risk, though they are
remove type - because other
mon.
Clopton. Chicago. Ill
"After a brief recuperation. kinds are more common in
he will begin targeted radiation younger people.
Mrs. Evelyn Louise Wdsou
Cutting a tumor down to size
General
Massachusetts
at
A graveside service for Mrs. Evelyn Louise Wilson will be today
Hospital and chemotherapy - or "debulking- it -- is
John
Rev.
Cemetery.
City
Murray
the
at
p.m.
2
(Tuesday) at
treatment." his doctor, Dr. Allan extremely delicate because of
Sheppard will officiate.
Friedman, said in a statement the risk of harming healthy brain
Visitation will be from noon to 2 p.m. today (Tuesday)at the J.H.
following Monday's procedure. tissue that governs movement
Churchill Funeral Home.
"I hope that everyone will join and speech. But Friedman, who
Mrs. Wilson. 80. Rayburn Road. Murray, died Saturday. May 31,
us in praying for Sen. Kennedy is the top neurosurgeon at Duke
Hospital.
2008. at 11 p.m. at Murray-Calioway County
have an uneventful and robust and an internationally known
to
A homemaker, she was a member of First Baptist Church,
rumor surgeon. said Kennedy
reco
Murray.
Doctors gave few details should not experience any perPreceding her in death were her husband. W.T. Outland: one son.
Ricky Outland; one grandson. Duane Paschall, and one brother-inlaw, Ralph Horton. Born May 30, 1928, in Calloway County. F. he
was the daughter of the late Gillus Wilson and Willie Jewell
Holsapple Wilson.
Theaaan defogs about Son Edward art Kennedy train surgery
Survivors include two daughters. Denise Paschall and husband,
sore nom made extese saviors may rose performed
Lee.
Bobby
husband.
and
Hadley
Linda
and
Murray.
Dale.
Jimmy
CrerrOSOrey - convect*/ WW1 113 mope,or max"U &on
Columbus, Ind.: one stater. Joanne Horton. Hopkinsville: three
lo miaow pressure on arreourrOng MMus
%VOW'S
grandchildren. Jennifer Paschall. Murray, Chad Hadley. Florida. and
Eric Hadley. Fayetteville, N.C.: seven great-grandchildren.
Roma:.
OWN)
ihNfoommiii
i.o
or.
<
titge
Alexandria Cu!lop. Cody. Cheyenne and Chase Hadley. and Elijah.
Noah and Sara Hadley.
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flue discord steins largely
from lopsided political represena
tation in local government
which is dominated by Kurdish
panics and their allies even
though Arabs hold a slight
majority in Mosul's province,
Ninevah. Sunni Arabs boycotted
the last provincial elections in
2005.
morning, Mosufa
This
deputy governor, a Kurd who
belongs to one of the two main
Kurdish political parties in tho
area, denied any standoff the
government forces.
"We are national political
parties participating in the government and not fighting its
forces,- said deputy governor
Khisro Koran. "We support the
government and its security
measures so that we are not
excluded."

MUstli, MCall'

while, said Kurdish troops reinforced positions Tuesday at Iraqi
government buildings in the
al-Arabi district,
northern
deploying fighters to rooftops
despite an order from Prime
Minister Noun al-Maliki to
vacate the area.
"We've seen an intensified
presence of peshmerga (Kurdish
militia), and their numbers have
increased along with armored
vehicles.- one resident said on
condition of anonymity out of
fear of reprisals He added that
government troops had also
increased their patrols.
The recent fighting in Mosul
has been mainly to quash alQaida in Iraq militants, but the
city also suffers from tension
between Kurdish and Sunni
Arab factions.

Kennedy to undergo chemo, radiation treatments

Targeting a tumor

ICeany B. Stegall
Kenny B. Stigall. 60, Paducah. died Sunday,June I. 2008. at I:09
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
A legal inaestigator with 30 years of service for several different
law firms. he was of Baptist faith. He was born in Cairo, Ill.
Preceding him in death were his father. Charles Stigall. and one sister. Tina Stigall.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Nancy DeCarnune Stigall: one
son, Ryan Stigall. Paducah: his mother. Agatha Gill Stigall. Carlisle
County: one sister. Bonita Jennings and husband. Charlie. Murray:
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Milner
and On Funeral Home of Paducah. Rev. Ronnie Stinson and Dennis
Nalick will officiate Burial will follow in the Mayfield Creek
Baptist Church Cemetery in Carlisle County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p m. Wednesday.
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.corn.

Sen. Edward Kennedy
manent neurological effects.
Median survival for gliciblascomas is 12 to 15 months, but
the range is wide, said Dr. Mark
Gilbert. a brain tumor expert at
the University of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center in
Houston.
The outlook for patients with
malignant glioma.s is poor. and
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which
know
hospital Byrd
was taken to.
Byrd was
hospitalized
March 5 for
tests after a
to
reaction
antibiotics. A
week earlier he
Byrd
was hospitalized at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center
after a fall at home.
Last month. Byrd gave an
emotional speech on the Senate
floor after hearing the news that
Sen. Edward M Kennedy. I)Mass., had a malignant brain
tumor Kennedy, 76, underwent
3 1/2 hours of risky brain surgery at Duke Urns ersity

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscnbe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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W. Va. Sen. Robert Byrd hospitalized
WASHINGTON (API Sen. Robert C. Byrd was hospitalized Monday night at his doctor's urging after suffering from
letharg) and sluggishness at the
Capitol and, later, at his home, a
spokesman for the 90-year-old
Democrai said
Press secretary Jesse L.
Jacobs said the West Virginia
senator would be in the hospital
overnight for observation
Byrd. who is the longest'
serving senator in history, voted
during A 5:30 p.m roll call
Monday. then went home
Jacobs said the senator began to
feel ill less than an hour later
He was found to have a fever,
and at his doctor's request he
was taken to 3 nearby hospital
Jacobs added that he didn't

depends on what type of gliorna
a patient has. Median survival
for patients with moderately
severe ones is three to five
years, and less than a year for
those with the most severe type.
Doctors have not revealed
Kennedy's treatment plan, but
typical radiation treatment in
five days a week for a month,
using 3D imaging techniques
that narrowly deliver the beams
to the tumor. affecting as little
surrounding tissue as possible.
Kennedy also likely will
receive the chemotherapy drag
Temodar during and after radia,
tton. It can cause typical chensn.
side effects- nausea, vomiting
and fatigue -- but treatments are
much better for these than even
a few years ago, doctors
stressed.
He also may be treated with
Avastin. a newer targeted drug
to deprive the tumor of its blood
supply, though this is still experimental as initial treatment,
rather than after patients have
relapsed.
Monday's operation "spells
nothing but hope," Dr. Joho
Sampson, associate deputy
director of Duke's brain tumor
center, said from Chicago.
where he was attending a conference.

Medical Center on Monday. an
operation his surgeon pronounced a success.
Byrd has become significantly more frail - and sometimes
prone to emotional outbursts since Erma. his wife of almost
69 years. died two years ago.

Earlier this year, rumors swirled
that fellow Democrats thought
Byrd was too feeble to remain at
the helm of the Senate
Committee.
Appropriations
Byrd silenced the whispering
campaign with a strong performance at a heanng in April
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Daughter gains both weight
and guilt after mother's death

diA •insesday, Jew 3, MIRI

looklegitack

Army ('apt Thomas C Evans
was presented the Bronze Star
Medal during ceremonies conDEAR ABBY: Before her
ducted in Vietnam.
death, 1 promised my mother
Mrs Edwin Larson and her
two daughters. Freya and Celia, that I would not get fat like
Now
her.
presented program at a meeting
I'm fitidiii2
of the Alpha Department of the
it hard to
Murray Woman's Club. New
that
keep
department officers are Mrs. G.B.
Scott, chairman. Mrs Robert N
promise.
Scott, vice chairman; Mrs. W.C.
Ever since
Adams,secretary, Miss Lala Cain,
lost
we
004120(Cf.
I
Mama.
Mr. and Mrs. D.T Watkins
have slowly
will be named 50 years June
gained a lit4.
each
tle
50 years ago
year. I have
Pfc. Boyce G. Baker is partried to lose,
By Abigail
ticipating in a tank training exerbut all I do
Van Buren
cise with the 1st Infantry Diviis look a:
sion's 4th Cavalry at Camp Irwin,
food and 1 gam.
Calif.
If this keeps up I'll become
The award for outstanding
the size my mother was. Does
instrumental beginner of Murray
that mean I failed her because
High School Band Program was
I broke my promise? I feel
Dana Roberson, member of the
fifth grade class, according to
so guilty. Please help me. -Irvin Gilson, band director.
JUST LIKE MY MAMA IN
Mrs Paul Grogan and Mrs
TEXAS
Paul Wilson presented a lesson
DEAR LIKE MAMA: The
on -The Joy of Entertaining" at
answer is no, so stop feeling
a meeting of the Suburban Homeguilty. Guilt has nothing to do
makers Club held at the home
with It. It's common for peoof Mrs. James Payne.
ple to gain weight after 30,
60 years ago
and i can confirm from perCommemorating one of the
sonal experience that it doesWorld
of
episodes
most stirring
n't happen because anyone
War 11, a postage stamp is being
issued by the Post Office Depart- 'looks* at food.
Weight gain is a form of
ment to honor the four chapbanking. If we deposit more
lains who gave up their lives to
money in our saving account
save others on the U.S. Dorchthan we spend. we have a
ester in 1943. They were John
large savings account. On the
P. Washington, Catholic, Alexander D. Goode, Jewish, and George
other hand, if we spend more
L. Fox and Clarke V. Poling, than save, the account dwinProtestant
dles. It's the same with weight.
Calloway County fiscal Court
Eat more calories than we
hes ...ppropOsted 1.3,000 to redecbum the result is a fat weorate the courthouse, according
know-what. To 'spend caloto Calloway County Judge Pink
ries rather' than wearing them,
Curd. Appointed to the commita change in diet and a protee were Judge Curd. Sheriff
gram of regular exercise are
Wended Patterson and Murray
necessary.
Clopton.
Gatlin
Magistrate
Also, people don't neces-

I. years ago
Gov Paul Panon announced
thts outstanding high school pillars who will attend this year's
Governor's Scholars Program for
five weeks in June and July
They include Amanda Carol Conley anci Sarah Megan Wurgier
it Murray High School and John
Used Clayton, Lee Ann Crider
&Id Bryan Thomas Meurer of
Calloway County High School
Murray High School 'Deere
were runners-up track team in
the event at Lexington. Team
members were Thurman Foster,
Josh lensed, Troy Fields, Bobby
Smith, Marine Foster. Jeff Ballard, Kenny Hammonds, Will
Vince and Brandon Jones, Murray Coach is Jimmy Harrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Gallimore
will be married for 50 years
June 4.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Loretta Jobs, Harry Patterson and
Wilma Billington of Leadership
Murray Alumni selling the first
flag kite to Trudy Baker, Fourth
of July Parade chairman and
Freedom Fest organizer. The
photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Murray High School; was
recently selected as one of nine
schools in the state to participate in the Kentucky High School
Project, sponsored by Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence.
30 years ego
Top honor students of the 170
seniors at Murray High School
are Bruce Horning, valedictorian, Sher* loon. salutiuorian. Debbie Darnell, third, and Tammy
Melton. fourth. The commencement exercise was held at the
&DM' He-Itand :tedium.
Rev. Dr. Walter B. Mischke
k is the new pastor of First
United Methodist Church. Rev.
Robert E. Farless is the associale ministes
40 years ago

Dear Abby

Tsisvidlisterv
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. June 3, the
155th day of 2008. There are 211
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on
June 3, 1808, Jefferson Davis, the
first and only president of the
Confederate states of America,
was born in Chrisnan County. Ky.
On this date:
In 1621, the Dutch West India
CIls.sny received its charter for
a trade monopoly in parts of the
Americas and Africa.
In 1888, the poem "Casey at
the Bat.- by Ernest Lawrence Thayer, was fuse published, in the San
Francisco Daily Examiner.
In 1935, the French liner Normandie set a record on its maiden voyage, arriving in New York
.after crossing the Atlantic in just
four days.
In 1937, the Duke of Wind-

;or, who had abdicated the British
throne, niarned Walls Warfield
Simpson in Monts, France
In 1948. the 200-inch reflecting Hale Telescope at the Palomar Mountain Observatory in California was dedicated.
In 1963. Pope John XXIII died
at age Si:he was nicceeried by
Pope Paul VI.
In 1965, astronaut Edward
White Meanie the first Amencan
to "walk" in space. during the
flight of Gemini 4
In 1968, pop artist Andy Warhol
was shot and critically wounded
in his New York film studio,
known as -The Factory," by Valerie
Solemn, an actress and self-styled
militant feminist.
In 1983, Gordon Kahl, a
itant tax protester wanted in the
slayings of two U.S. marshals in
Norte Dakota, was killed in a gun

bank with law enforcement officials near Smithville, Ark.
Ten years ago. President Clinton urged Congress to renew normal trade benefits fa China, saying good relations with Beijing
were crucial amid fears of a nuclear
arms tact in South Asia. A highspeed tram demised in tscnecie,
Germany, killing 101 people.
Five years ago: World leaders
closed out a summit in Evian,
France, by pledging to rebuild
Iraq and combat the threat of
nuclear weapons in Iran and North
Korea. Arab leaders pledged to
renounce terror and help end violence against Israel, standing in
solidarity with President Bush as
a summit in Egypt. Sammy Sosa
was ejected in the first inning of
Chicago's 3-2 win over the Tampa
Bay Devi! Rays after umpires found
cork in his shattered bat.

11"LtY fit tit !-->o

airily eat because they are
hungry. Some overindulge for
emotional reasons. I recently
received a letter that could be
Read on:
of tielp to
DEAR ABBY: I em alive
because, in one of your
cr.thunns, you provided the contact information for Overeaters
Anonymous. I wrote to the
address listed and, within days,
received a friendly note offering support. Like many others
with an overeating problem, I
waited more than two years
before going to my first meeting. But that meeting changed
my life. I have been in recovery from compulsive eating for
32 years. My life today is better than I could have ever
I—.
There are about 6.500
Overeaters Anonymous (OA)
groups in 75 countries. Patterned after the 12-step program
of Alcoholics Anonymous, they
offer recovery from compulsive eating. Because today obesity, with all its attendant health
problems, is acknowledged as
an epidemic, I hope you will
again mention OA to your
readers. Fellow sufferers and
their physicians are sometimes
resorting to drastic measures
to help them lose weight. My
life was saved thanks to this
program and the fact your mentioned it. Thank you. -DONNA S. IN TEXAS
DEAR DONNA S.: Thank
YOU for the timely reminder
that for weight loss, a support
group can make the difference
between success and failure.
Overeaters Anonymous is listed in many telephone books
and also on the Internet at
www.oa.org. It charges no dues
or fees, and no membership lists
are kept. There is no shaming, no weighing in and no
Everyone
embarrassment.
meets on common ground and
is welcomed with open arms
into ii fellowship of women
and men who all share the
same problem. The only
requirement for membership is
the desire to stop eating compulsively.
DEAR ABBY: Do you think
a person can be taught 'common sense,' or is it something
you are born with? -- CUP.1
OUS
DEAR CURIOUS: Common sense is something a person is born with. I have heard
from many people with professional degrees, but no common sense.
0411.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Boa 69440,Les
Angeles, CA 906%19.
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Which meds cause
hair loss?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 72
years young, active and dc all
my own housework I recently
read your letter concerning hair
loss after taking medication Ism
rriediclazions
three Inesci
and dime over-the-counters The
first drug is lisinopnl. 20-milligram tabs.
one and shaft
every
pills
day. 'The second is prednisone, 4 milligrams daily,
prescribed by
a rheumatolown because
of rheumatoid
arthritis. The
third is blood
pressure medBy
known
Dr, Peter Gott icine
as metoprolol, 50 milligrams, which I've
been on for over four years. I
was taking one in the morning
and a half every evening until
my doctor increased the medication to two a day.
My over-the-counter drugs are
a one-anlay multivitamin. 1,000
milligrams calcium plus vitamin
daily, and calcium citrate, 315
milligrams with 200 IU of vitamin D.
Years ago, t noticed hair loss
and attributed it to the metoprolot. lite problem keeps increasing and, in fact, if it continues,
I will need a wig in another year.
I mentioned the problem to my
doctor, and her reply was that all
medicines make people lose hair.
Would I be wrong in asking my
doctor to take me off the metoprolol and prescribe another medication for my high blood pressure? I showed her the drug information provided by my pharmacy indinatinn hair loss as a side
effect.
I recently changed primary care

Dr. Gott

physicians, since my first doctor
wasn't concerned at all about my
hair loss. What can I do?
DEAR READIER: Let me
begin with some general information. Medicatoms must go
through several clinical studies
before being approved. This is done
by giving thousands of people o ,,
.
drug, while others are given
placebo During the studies, no
participant knows wheher be or
she is taking the real thing or a
placebo. An adverse reaction in
more than I percent of the people studied in both categories is
referred to as a common side:
effect, while less than that amount
is referred to as rare Once a
drug is approved, it is no kmar
studied.
Now for the bad news. You
are 00 lismopril, metoprolol and
prednisonc. All three drugs
cause hair loss as a rare side
effect. Steroids are known to precipitate hair loos in men, yet all
women have some male hormones.
Therefore, of the prescription medications you take, all three slams
a similar consecmence. The good
news, according to my resources,
is that the hair loss is generally
reversible once a drug is discontinued.
It could be difficult in your
situation to determine which drug
is causing your hair loss unless
you kept meticulous records indicatmg when the pattern began.
As we age. we suffer wrinkles,
heart problems. hypertensioin
arthritis and more. It's difficult
enough dealing with the problems
over which we have little metro'. We shouldn't have to deal
with balding when it is preventable. I recommend you speak with
your new primary care physician,
who aught be able to tnedicanom without such an emotionally devastating side effect.

osercalled with one heart. He based
double
as be did on the expectation that
bid
gle's the
W"
b mrnan
ii)would
Sylvia
dth)
lvia Sonio
play. She had been known to do this
before, and Last, a great psychologise thought she might do so again.
But be did not reckos correctly '
on this day. West kid the ten of
hearts,(Emmy played low, and East :•
properly ducked. East reasoned that
if Sylvia had the queen and star took
Crst irk', with ii. then; when he
1814rf obtained the lead with a club.
West's heart suit could be run
EAU was certainly right, because
if he had played the king and
renamed a heart, it would have been
impossible to stop the contract.
Sylvia would have made four
notrump after losing the club finesse.
But Sylvia had had many irate
partners hammer into bet on previoccasions the importance in
ous
memomore
the
This was me of
notrump of not taking the first trick
rable hands Sylvia had in her early
jousts with the experts at the club. in a suit where she had only one stopper. So Sylvia ducked the ten of
Nobody could quite figure out how
Sylvia's thought processes worked beans instead of taking the queen!
war
ii
Had she taken the queen, she would
again,
Then
on this desi.
always difficult to find rhyme or rea- eventually have gone down two.
Etat the odd effect of her extraorson in hcr bids and plays, although
she always seemed to be trying hard dinary play was dui she could no
be stopped from making nine
longer
to play as well as she could.
Oa Mis occasion East doubled tricks regardless if how the defendthee notrump after his partner had ers continued!
Tomorrow: Picture bidding
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1 Zippy's word
4 Seizes firmly
9 Detective's cry
12 RN's group
13 Domain
14 Wander about
15 "The Castle"
author
17 Dendrite site's
19 Canned fish
21 Khan of note
22 Disentangle
25 Caviar source
29 Refrain syllable
30 Vast
32 Not rosy
33 Pen point
35 Pleasure boat
37 Skippy rival
36 With, to
Maurice
40 Grills a steal(
42 Attend
43 Tea-leaves
reader
44 Twisting and
turning
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46 Words
of soroose
49 Clingy fabric
50 Cross at risk
54 Play for time
57 Had brunch
58 Fictional
orPflal
60 Pastoral spot
61 Operate
82 Allow to enter
63 Evergreen tree
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24 Fastens
26 Uris novel
'The —'
27 Straighten
28 Clear the
windshield
31 — -you note
34 Drone or
woraer
36 SurveyOrt
instn.snent
39 Black bird
41 Comedy routine
45 Where Rome
is home
47 Big laugh
(hyph )
48 Winter twiner
50 Cram in
51 — -moment's
notice
52 Ginza money
53 Rapper Lir -55 Peggy or
Brenda
56 Grad-school
maior
59 Roman 501
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Jumping for Joy
TOM MIHALEK

AP

Chase Utley follows his two-run home
run as it goes into the right field
stands in the first inning against Cincinnati Monday in Philadelphia.

Utley up
to his old
tricks
GRIFFEY SITS ON 599

MU'tile photos
Catherine Claywell (left) and Rachel Adams run in stride as they prepare to their takeoff in high jump competition. Claywell, an eighth
grader at Murray Middle School, brought home her second gold medal this weekend in Class A, while Adams, a graduating senior
at Calloway County High School. defended her Class AAA tide for the third consecutive year.

CLAYWELLF ADAMS HAVE MORE IN COMMON THAN JUST HIGH JUMPING
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Going into Saturday's KI-ISAA
State Track and Field Championships. Calloway County's Rachel
Adams and Murray's Catherine
Claywell had a lot in common.
Both were defending state champions in the high jump in their
respective classes. Both had something to prove after performances
that didn't measure up to their high
standards.
champ
For
now-three-time
Adams, it was last year's Class 3A
state championship meet, where she
jumped 5 feet, 2 inches in lessthan-ideal conditions after leaping
5 feet, 6 inches at state her sophomore year.
For Claywell, it was last weekend's Class. A regional, where she
slipped to third place, jumping just

5-0.
But on Saturday, Louisville's
Owsley Park was the site of redemption for Adams and Claywell, both
of whom defen4d their titles, turning in first-place jumps.
For the second consecutive year,
two of the three state champions
in girls' high jump hailed from
within the borders of Calloway
County.
Adams, a senior, was able to
match her sophomore state jump,
cleanng 5-6. She attempted to reach
5-8, which would have set a new
record, but came up just shy.
"I hit it with my foot once or
twice, so it wasn't like a big miss,"
she said. "I got really close."
With Saturday's championship
comes the close of Adams' illustrious high school career, in which
she has collected not one or two
but three state titles.

"It was definitely a good note
to end on," she said. "I felt like
I had been progressing as the season went on, so it felt really good.
I've put a lot of work and effort
into it!"
Claywell. just an eighth-grader,
improved four inches on her regional jump, winning state with a leap
of 5-4 after jumping just 5-0 a
week earlier.
She edged out two competitors
who beat her at the regional —
Ballard Memorial's Daphne Bornmarito and Trigg County's Janada
Acme, both of whom jumped 5-2.
"I think it's actually a good thing
I didn't jump as well (at regionals) because I think the other girls
thought that I probably wasn't as
much of a challenge as I was during the season," Claywell said. "It
was really hard, though, being used
to winning and then finally losing.

It was tough, but 1 think it helped."
Claywell jumped a 5-4 at a middle school meet earlier this, season, but hadn't been able to replicate the mark at a meet that counted for high school standing until
Saturday.
She now has two state titles
under her belt before ever setting
foot in a high school classroom.
"Nobody really thinks a seventh
or eighth grader's going to go in
and win a state title twice in a
row,- Claywell said. "Before we
even start jumping, some of the
seniors and juniors will ask me
how old I am and I say I'm in
eighth grade. They're surprised."
Claywell began high jumping
when former head coach Richard
Dowdy decided his team needed
some extra competitors in the event.
S See TRACK,28

THINKING GREEN

GREG TRAVISterigeK S Timoc

Andy Johnson. right, maintenance supervisor with the Murray Parks Department, talks recently with John Gardner, of Dickens Turf and Landscape Supply, about the grass on the parks' ball fields. Johnson said crews work hard to keep the fields
in good shape

By The Associated Press
His chase for 600 on hold for a night,
Ken Griffey Jr. could only watch as Chase
Utley connected for the fifth straight game.
Utley hit his major league-leading 21st
homer to lead the Philadelphia Phillies to
a 5-4 victory over Cincinnati on Monday
night. Gnffey was out of the Reds lineup because of general soreness in his 38year-old body.
"He's one of the best around,- Reds
manager Dusty Baker said of Utley.
It's the second time this season that
the Phillies second baseman has hornered
in five consecutive games. He shares the
club(erasni with trtirit
Mitre Schmidt
and Bobby Abreu.
"He's swinging the bat as good as I've
ever seen him and he's doing it every.
night," Phillies manager Charlie Manuel
said.
Griffey should start Tuesday night. He
hit No. 599 at home Saturday against
Atlanta. The only players to reach 600
are Barry Bonds, Hank Aaron, Babe Ruth,
Willie Mays and Sammy Soya.
In other NL games, it was: Atlanta 7,
Florida 5, 10 innings: Chicago 7, San
Diego 6; Milwaukee 4, Arizona 3; Pittsburgh 5, St. Louis 4; Los Angeles 8, Colorado 2: San Francisco 10, New York 2,
Balls were flying out of Citizens Bank
Park as Pedro Feliz and Chris Coste also
connected for the NL East-leading Phillies.
Rookie sensation Jay Bruce and Edwin
Ericarnacion went deep for the Reds.
Kyle Kendrick (5-2) pitched just well
enough to earn the win, giving up four
runs and five hits in 5 1-3 innings. Chad
Durbin pitched I 2-3 scoreless innings.
Tom Gordon tossed a perfect eighth and
Brad Lidge finished for his 14th save.
-The bullpen did a great job," Kendrick
said.
Utley lined a two-run shot into the
right-center field seats to give the Phillies
a 2-0 lead in the first. Utley is on pace
to hit 58 homers. 26 more than his career
high in 2006. The record for second basemen is 42, set by Rogers Hornsby in
1922 and tied by Davey Johnson in 1973.
Utley isn't just doing it with his bat.
He robbed Joey Votto leading off the seventh and made almost the exact play on
Vette again to end the game.
In the third. Utley slammed into catcher David Ross, but was out trying :to
score on Ryan Howard's double. He pin
down a near-perfect bunt that just rolled
foul leading off. the Phillies' seventh.
"We're having fun," Utley said. 'The
team is winning and the fans have been
Braves 7. Martins 5
At Atlanta, John Smoltz blew a save
in his return to the mound as a closer.
but Yunel Escobar picked him up with
the first game-ending homer of his career.
a two-run shot in the 10th inning to lift
the Braves over Flonda.
Pitching in relief for the first time since
2004, Smoltz came on in the ninth with
a 4-3 lead. The Marlins were down to
their last out when Jeremy Hermida drove
in two runs with a single.
But Jeff Francoeur hustled home on a
wild pitch in the bottom half to get Smolt/
off the hook. and Escobar won it in the
10th with a dove that bounced off the
top of the wall in right center and into
the seats.
In the 10th Logan Kensing i3-11 walked
Kelly Johnson, then surrendered Escobar's
fifth homer of the season.
Will Oilman (2-0) earned the win with
a scoreless top half of the iOth.
U See BASEBALL 28
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•Baseball
From Page 18
Cubs 7, Padres 6
At San Diego, Carlos 7,0111bran° (8-1) allowed three runs
in the first inning before settling down to help Chicago
win its eighth straight. He
legged out three hits to tie
his career high and raise his
average to .366. He hit a
standup RBI triple that tied
the game in the fourth, his
third career triple.
The best team in baseball,
the Cubs (37-21) held on to
win the opener of a sevengame swing through San Diego
and Los Angeles. They were
coming off a 7-0 stretch at
Wrigley Field, their first
unbeaten homestand of at least
six games since 1970. It's their
first eight-game winning streak
Pictured are A.J. Bokeno, Lake Butterworth, Lincoln Miller and Brian Puckett from
since 2001, when they won
Murray; Blaine Alexander and Mason Hyde from Tngg County; Zech Childers,
12 straight between May 19June 2.
Jerome SoIdo, Tory Willig and Austin Bucko from Hopkinsville; Chns Maier, CurBrewers 4,
tis McGehee and Zach Redden from Marshall County; Teddy Kollenberg from
Diamondbacks 3
Lone Oak; Nick Prather and Sam Sims from Graves County; Michael Toon from
At Milwaukee, Prince FieldCarlisle County and Daniel Zetter from Mayfield.
er homered off Arizona reliever Doug Slaten (0-2) to leadoff the eighth and helped
scratch across another run with
an unlikely steal of third to
cer National Championship Series, the nation's
Staff Report
lift the Brewers over the DiaRepresenting seven counties in west Ken- premier youth soccer tournament.
mondbacks.
The weekend before the Derby, the BlackIt was Fielder's third homer
tucky. the Marshall Co. Blackhawks U14
secfinalists,
Cup
were Louisville
in the last four games and
boys soccer team recently finished its first hawks
ond to The Alliance from Columbus, Ohio.
ninth this year. The Brewers
season under coach Moses Kunithia,
Other tournament championships won by
have won four in a row.
The Blackhawks played in the Kentucky the Blackhawks are Kentucky Lake InvitaBrewers reliever Guiliermo
State Cup over the Memorial Day week- tional on May 2-4 in Benton, Queen City
Mota 2-3) earned the win
end. winning over SKY of Bowling Green Classic on Oct. 27-28 in Clarksville, Tenn.,
with a perfect eighth. Salomon
and Paducah Storm before bowing out to and Wolves Weekend Challenge on Sept.
Torres survived a shaky ninth
cup :;:rnifinalist:. Mockingh.ird White of 15jOJackaon, Tenn.
to earn his sixth save.
Louisville.
The Blackhawks were also the undefeatPirates 5, Cardinals 4
Indoor
The Kentucky Youth Soccer State Open ed winter 2008 champions at Expo
At St. Louis, Jason Michaels
Cup is the first step in the U.S. Youth Soc- in Mayfield.
hit a tying pinch-hit grand
slam in the seventh and Jason
Bay drove in the winning run
an inning later as the Pirates
rallied past the Cariinals.
Michaels, batting for Raul
Chavez, hit his first home run
of the season on the first pitch
The entry fee is $125 per he saw from starter Adam
afternoon tee time will play in
Statf Report
couple and includes the green Wainwright (5-3).
Entries are now being taken the morning.
Lunch will be provided after fee for a practice round of
Franquelis Osoria (3-1 )
for the 25th annual Kings and
and before golf, mulligans both days and allowed two hits in 1 2-3
Queens Couples Golf Tourna- the morning round
the afternoon round both days. lunch both days. Carts for the innings to earn the victory. Matt
ment at the Murray Country
According to tournament two-day event are $40.
Capps pitched the ninth to
Club June 28-29.
director Linda Burgess, there
Entry fees may be mailed remain perfect in II save
The two-ball scramble will will be six flight, with cash
have starting times of 8 a.m. prizes for the first five places to Murray Country Club, P.O. opportunities.
Dodgers 8, Rockies 2
and 1:30 p.m. on the first day. ($300. $200, $150. $125 and Box 310, Murray, KY 42071.
A't Lo-s.Angeles, Jeff Kent.'
Those couples who had the $100). In addition, there will For more information, contact
Andre Ethier and Matt Kemp
morning tee time the first day be prizes for the longest drive Gayle Blackburn at (270) 762home runs, Derek Lowe
hit
ClenBrad
pro
club
or
0068
will play in the afternoon the and closest to the pin both
eight strong innings
pitcned
denen at (270) 753-9430.
second day. Those that had the days.
for his first win in more than
•
five weeks and the Dodgers
handed the Rockies their eighth
straight loss.
Lowe (3-5) allowed a run
From Page 1B
and five hits, striking out three
"Coach Dowdy just got a bunch of us girls
and walking one to get his
together and said, hey, we're gonna see if you
first victory in eight starts
brought
girls can high jump," she said. "So they
since April 23.
us out there. I did it and they said I was pretThe Rockies lost their 13th
ty good."
straight on the road.
Clayweli plans to attend a camp over the
Greg Reynolds(0-3) pitched
summer to help her improve her technique. which
five innings, ailowing six runs
she says is inconsistent.
and seven hits including Kent's
With a relatively small field of athletes who
sixth homer and Ethier's fifth.
compete in the event. coaching can sometimes
Giants 10, Mets 2
be hard to come by. But in addition to her dad.
At San Francisco, Brian
who helps coach her. Claywell has also sought
Horwitz hit the first home run
assistance from Adams.
of his career with a two-run
"It's nice to have somebody who knows how
shot in the Giants' six-run first
to do the sport in Calloway," she said. "In my
and Ray Durham also drove
photo submitted
seventh grade year. I went and asked her for
some tips. It was nice to have somebody to go Calloway County's Rachel Adams (center) in three runs to help San Franand get help from."
stands on the podium after receiving her cisco beat sluggish New York.
Adams beat out Alyssa Frank from Ryle High first-place medal in the high jump at
School, who placed second in Class 3A with a
Louisville's Owsley Park Saturday. Adams'
jump of 5-4.
won the senior
For Adams, her senior season has been her jump of 5 feet, 6 inches
her third state title.
most challenging yet, she says.
"We haven't had very many good meets this jump, leaping 43 feet, 6 inches.
season," she said. "I think we had two where
Murray's John ThemeII also claimed a sixthit wasn't raining or cold, so it was kind of chal- place finish in the 400-meter with a time of
lenging. This year being my senior year, it's 52.91 seconds after sitting out most of the seabeen challenging because I've had so many son with an injury.
things going on."
"He's had to battle an injury all season," By JAIME ARON
Claywell and Adams weren't the only local Tiger assistant coach Madison Taylor said. "Plac- AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — No
athletes to turn in quality performances at the ing in the top six in the state and not really
meet.
being able to train is quite an accomplish- matter how things play out.
Calloway County's George Garner netted a ment.June 2, 2008, goes down as a
strong sixth-place finish in the Class 3A tnpie
big day for the Dallas Cowboys.
On the same afternoon. the
Cowboys found out that Pacman is playing and T.O. is
staying.
First came the bolt from the
NFL: Not only was commissioner Roger Goodell letting
suspended cornerback Adam
"Pacman" Jones join the team
for workouts, Jones also was
cleared to play in training camp

•
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 wan 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY. KY
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Mandongs
Alt Tlmse CDT
Tampa se, East Division
L Pet GB
W

Tominto
en663'
-257;7I 1.2
2928252 :at
1 29
7
2335358
2
consmi Diviimen
Bellimore
N"
L Pet
W
30 26 536
30 27 526

Crwcago
Minnesota
C rod rid
DI:vela

GB
—
1/2

/2
4 11/2
66 6
421
14
33
24 3
26
Dtv4bon
23 34 404 7 12

Kansas City
Wail
Los Amities
Oakland
Texas
Seattle

W
35
31
29
21

—
14g Qe
1. 5
24
27 534 31.2
6
30 492
37 36213 12

Nationai League Standings
Ali nines EDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
34 25 576
Photo:mph.'
554 11/2
25
31
Florida
30 26 517 3 1/2
Atlanta
28 28 500 41/2
Ns* your
24 34 414 9 1/2
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
—
37 21 638
Chicago
3
34 25 576
it Louis
30 28 517 6 1/2
Houston
1/2
6
517
28
30
Mavrauluie
28 30 483 8 1,2
Cincinnati
9
27 30 474
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
32 26 552
Aiizona
28 29 491 3 1/2
Los Angeles
7
25 '33 431
San Francisco
23 36 390 9 1.2
San Diego
12
345
38
20
Colorado

Monday's Genies
Baltimore 6 Boston 3
Minnesota 6 N Y Yankees 5
Cleveland 13 Texas 9
Oakland 3 Detroit 2
L A Angels 4 Seattle 2
Tuesday's Games
Tampa Bay (Garza 4-1 at Boston
(Masterson 1-0). 6 05 (1 rri
Toronto (Halladay 6-5) at N Y Yankees
(Chambentun 1-2). 605 p m
Cleveland (Undecided) at Texar
(Murray 1-0) 7V., p.m
Baltimore (Albers 3-1) at Minnesota
(Slowey 2-4). 7 10 p m
Kansas City (Greinke 5-21st Chicago
While Soi IG Floyd 5-3), 711 p.m
Detroit (Willis 0-0) at Oakland (Evelatind
4-4i, 905 p m
I A Angels (Saunders 8-2) at Seattle
(Bedar0 4-3) 9 10 m
WedriesOey's GWrita
Detroit (Robertsnn 3-5) at Oakland.
(Duchscherer 4-4), 2,35 p.m.
LA Angels(Mr Weevoi 44)1* Seattle
(SiNa 3-5). 3.40 p.m
Tampa Bay (Jackson 3-4) at Bosson
(Beckett 5-4), 805 pm
Toronto (Litsch 7-1) at titY Yankees
(Mussina 8-4), 605 p.m.
Cleveland (Lee 8-1) at Texas (Ponson
4-1). 705 p.m
Baltimore(0 Cabrera 5-1) eu Minnesota
(Perkins 2-2, 7 10 p m.
Kansas City (Hochevar 3-5) at Chicago
White Sox (Dents 4-4). 7 11 pm

Blackhawks finish first

Entries now being taken for Kings & Queens
Couples Tournament at Murray Country Club

Mondays Grimes
Philadelphia 5 Cincini,011 4
Atlanta 7 Florida 5 10 .iflings
kalwaukee 4, Arizona 3
Pittsburgh 5. Si Louis 4
Chicago Cubs 7. San Diego 6
LA Dodgers 8, Colorado 2
San Francisco 10 NY Mets 2
Tuesday's Games
Houston (Rodnguez 1-1i at Pinsturgri
(Durnatrad 2-2). 6 05 p m
Cincinnati (Hareng 2-7) at Philadelphia
(Eaton 1-3). 6:05 p m.
Floods (Badenhop 1-3) at Atlanta
(Cermet) 2-0). 6 10 p rn
Si. Louis(Logue 5-2) at Washington
(Od Perez 2-4). ml 10 p m
Arizona (Johnson 4-1) at MI6*aukee
(1.4:Clung 2-2). 7.05 Pin,
Chicago Cuba (Marquis 2-3) at San
;CC
0090 naciezme
Colorado (Franca 1-5) at LA Dodgers
(Penny 5-6). 9 10 p.m.
N.Y Meta )Martinez 0-0) at San
Francisco (Zito 1-8), 9- 15 pm
Wednesday's Games
Florida (Hendrickson 7-3) at Atlanta
(Glavine 2-2), 12:05 pm
Anzona (Owings 6-3) al Mshvaukee
(Parra 3-2), 1'05 p.m
Colorado (Cook 7-3) at L A Dodgers
(Kershaw 0-0). 2 10 p.m
N V Mets (Maine 5-4) at Sari Francisco
tCain 2-3), 2 45 p m
Houston (Oswalt 4-5) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 2-4). 605 p m.
Cincinnati (Volquez 7-2) at Phiiadelphia
(Myers 3-6(605 p.m.
St Louis (Wellemeyer 6-1) at
Washington (Lannan 4-5). 6- 10 pm
Chicago Cubs (Lilly 5-4) at San Diego
(Maddux 3-4) 9 05 p m.

Sportsfilriefs
III The Murray State University baseball pitchers arid catchers camp
will begin next Monday at 9 a.m and run until noon at Reagan Field.
The camp concludes on Tuesday. The cosi of the camp is $50.00 for
grades first through eighth.
On June llth and 12th, the Thoroughbreds wit host a hitting camp
tor grades first throurin eighth and will run from 9 a.m, until noon.
On June 16th through the 19th, there will be an All-Skills camp,
which will cost $100.00 from grades first through eighth and wit start at
9 a.m, and conclude at noon.

•Track

•The Murray Country Club will have the annual Hart Memorial TwoLady Scramble golf tournament on Wednesday, June 4.
The annual event will have a shotgun start at 9 a.m. The entry fee is
$60 for the two-person team. Cans will be $20 for each team.
Entnes may be sent to Linda Burgess, director of women's golf. at
1406 Garland Court, Murray, Ky or you may call her at (270) 753-4470.
A tree practice round (carts are $12 per person) will be offered on
June 2 or 3. For tee times, contact the pro shop at (270) 753-9430.
II The
Lady Colonel Classic fastpitch softball tournament will be
held at Tie Breaker Park in Hopkinsville June 27-29. The deadline to
register a team is June 10. There will be five divisions — 10u, 12u, 14u,
16u and 18u. The entry fee is 5240. For more information, call (270)
839-4953.
II The Murray State Wakeboard and Water Ski club will hold a baslC
skills clinic with wakeboard pro Jason Neagle on June 12-14. The clinic will be held on Jonathan Creek and is available for ages 7-16.
Session One will last from 8 a.m. to noon and Session Two will last from
12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Visit http://y^sw.freewebs.comimsuwaterski for
more information and to download registration forms or contact Bnan
Rociertson at (270) 293-6622.

Big day for Cowboys:
Pacman's playing, TO's staying
and preseason games — everything but the regular season. The
league said a decision on that
will come by Sept. I, six days
before the Cowboys' opener.
Also Monday, the team
agreed to a three-year contract
extension with Terrell Owens
that's worth around $27 million. It was confirmed to The
Associated Press by a person
close to negotiations who asked
to remain Anonymous because
the deal hadn't been announced.
Tuesday might be another big
day. Jones likely will join the
team on the field and there
might be a news conference

Family & Need line Nights
at the Fair
Tuesday, June 3rd &
Wednesday, June 4th

— about Owens' deal, but obviously Pacman's partial reinstatement would be discussed, too.
Locking up Owens makes
sense because he's been so
productive and so happy, at
least since Bill Parcells left
after the 2006 season. Owens
never publicly pouted about
going into the final year of
his initial contract with the Cow:boys, and this agreement —
which pays him close to what •
Randy Moss recently received.•
— should keep him smiling.'•
especially since it keeps him •
employed through his 38th •
birthday.
toagr's lINEUP

Bring 4 canned goods Der person
and receive

2

„
OTT General Admission
All foosi items will bo iloostrod to Nootilino.
$

Visit mccfair.com
for complete list of events and details.
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COLLEGE SOFTBALL
7 p.m
ESPN2
World Series game
learns TBA. at Oklahoma City
WNBA BASKETBALL
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Washington at Phoenix
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L

050
and Found
Found: Short brown
and black dog. Call to
claim. 270-227-1879.
270-4S2-8017

60
Hip Wow

Digital Cable. High-Speed Internet
Telephone. From One Source.

NE'/AVE

ADM IN I SiEthalY_E
ASSISTANT
Tacei
FT front office adminposition.
istrative
mature, depeedable.
multetasker with bookkeeping/payroll knowledge, detail onented,
good social shills, sell
motivated, able to
meet deadlines and
handle busy phone.
enjoy dealing with public:, willingness to learn
our procedures. Ir1:1111confidentiality,
tain
knowledge of Microsoft
overtime
some
Office,
required during tax
(-Jan-Apr),
seaaon
office errands, benefits
reference
Package.
required, reply to: P.O.
Box 527, Murray, KY
42071.
BP Truck stop has
openings for Fuel
Desk Customer
Service
Representative and
Full-time
Maintenance Person.
Customer service representative must be
able to provide outstandiag customer
service and ability to
maintain clean, customer friendly environment. Maintenance
position requires valid
DL and dependable
transportation.
Responsibilities
include lot, building,
and light equipment
maintenance. Max
Fuel offer s competitive pay, paid vacation
after one year employment and 401K plan. If
interested please
apply in person at BP
Truck Stop, 2185 US
Hwy 641N. EOE.
GROUNDSKEEPER,
Murray State
University (Landscape
Div.). Full-time. benefits. High school graduate, one year driving
tractors or heavy
mowers Valid driver's
license required.
Salary $7.52 hourly.
Apply at: Murray
Career Center (Dept.
of Employment
Services), 203 South
5th Street, Murray. KY
42071
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
EEO. MIF/D. AA
employer.

DIRECT SALES REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED

post

NewWave Commandations is currentiy seeking a self-motivated individual to fill the position of Direct Sales Representative for our Murray,
KY location
Responsibilities:
• Sell cable and communication solutions to assigned areas by promoting the features, benefits and value of NewWave Communications
products and services
*Speak in public forums
• Deal directly with potential and existing customers
• Possess good communication and public relation sliilIs

The Purchase District Health Depimment IN seeking
applicants to fill a tull-time position as a
Maintenance Technician at the Calloway County
Health Center located in Murray. KY to perform
duties which include hut are not limited to, building
maintenance. Janitorial services or related work
Starting salary is $9 46 per hour or up to S709 50 Biweekly.
Education/Expenence High school or GE)) and 18
months of education in general repair or closely
related; or High school or GEL) and two years of
experience in general maintenance or other maintenance responsibilities that would include the ability
to recognize electrical, plumbing, and mechanical
malfunctions ire equipment failure Additional experience in the field can substitute for the high
school/GED on a year for year basis no to exceed
four years Pre-employment screening is required.

Requirements:
• Current drivers' license
• Good driving record
• Pre-employment drug screen
• Provide MlIR
• Must have own vehicle and auto insurance

GROUNDSKEEPER,
Murray State
University (Heavy
Equip. De.). Full-time,
benefits. High school
graduate; one year
experience operating
tractors, construction
equipment, trucks
Valid driver's licen^e
required (must obtain
Class B COL). Preemployment drug
screening. Salary
$7 52 hourly. Apply
at: Murray Career
Center (Dept of
Employment
Services), 208 South
5th Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Womeraminonbes
encouraged to apply.
EEO. M/F/D, AA
employer.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

IMMEDIATE' •
OPENING

Paid vacation, health insurance, sick pay, 401k, paid holidays, floating
holiday. and other benefits available
INTERESTED APPUCANTS SI4OULD SUBMIT
A RESUME COVER LETTER TO:
Kimberly Hooker
rel Montgomery Plaza, 4th Floor - Sikeston, MO 63801
KHookereinevnyaveccrn.com / 573-472-9502 (fax)
DATE POSTED: 011121011
DATE CLOSED. 06/13108
BRICK MASON. Fulltime. benefits. High
school graduate, four
years masonry work
experience required.
Ability to read blueprints desirable. Must
have valid driver's
on
Click
license.
at
'Employment"
www.murraystate edu
for additional information. Salary $11.01 per
at:
Apply
hour.
Resources,
Human
State
Murray
University', 404 Sparks
KY
Murray,
Hall,
4 2 0 7 1 -3312.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
AA
M/F/D,
EEO,
employer.
ACCOUNTING clerk
Payroll. AP. NR. Excel
experience a must.
Willingness to learn.
Pleasant personality.
Call 270-436-2796 ask
for Lorraine.

•
,/1tti!t

37

Housekeeping
Supervisor

Candidates must be able to coach and
counsel employees ri Flouskeeping,
Maintain ano effective training program.
Inspect all rooms each day. Handle all
purchasing for the department.
Apply In person 1415 Loaves Dr.
Murray, KY

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for LPN's.
We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025

Sm.

I

Local Mall

1-1.111. 11•2•414 KY 411.357794

6 ma --$53.00 6 ate --MIN
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INDUSTRIAL painters
local/steady work.
270-554-2696.
NOW taking applications for an positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
journeymen painters.
Must have 4-years propainting
tessional
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
Health,
including
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
wave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be illSi the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at.
Wee Care
109S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
270)753-5227

HEM THC ARF INC
We Cara About Patient Care

Pulmo Dose Call Center is seeking applicants for Patient Service Representatives.
PSRs are responsble for contacting all
assigned patients monthly, taking patient
orders, verifying patient information, and
placing the order in a timely manner.
Expenence in medical field and administrative record management preferred, but not
required Strong customer service background preferred. Regular hours will be
Monday - Friday 8am to 5pm. All positions
require minimum educational background of
high school diploma or GEL) equivalent.
Please deliver or mail your resume to 120
Max Hurt Dnve Murray, KY or email to
resume pulrnodoseerotech corn

Home
AMANDA'S
Daycare has opening
Small
home
in her
daycare at a great
environment.
home
Auto bond accepted.
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031.
CLEANING houses. 20
Years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me.
(270)767-1636

Transportanon and oubststenee p4y. after Segi, oioratrnct comple •
ed Apply for Ow yob a the neaten Kentucky Office of Dopkey mew
& Trauma'. DIVI4011 of Workforce Developrnew Offxe ustag
older rumba:AY C those nab a copy of din advenmetnent

TEMPORARY AG TOBACCO WORKERS
07/14/08 TO 10/31/08 KY S0358319
WORKMAN FARMS
HAZEL, KY
Wage $9 13 hr 314 contract guaranteed, all
tools, arid equip. furnished. Housing provided
for (hose beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay. after 50% of contract
completed. Apply for this lob at the nearest
Kentucky Office of Employment & Training.
Division of Woricforce Development Office using
lot order number above, with a copy of this
advertisement

Daytime Ph.__
to:
Mail this coupon with payment
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

PART-TIME help needed klust be able to
work weekends ,‘pply
in person at Qui zno's
between 2'00-4:00prn

WELDERS- Openings
for HS grads ages 1734. No experience
required Call today for
interview 1-800- 7776289

Openings
3rd Shift (10:30pm-7:00am)
Pella Corporation
Pella Corporation, a premier supplier or windows
and doors, is seeking a motivated team onented
people for cur Murray, KY facility Be a part of
our high energy, fast-paced team with significant
opportunities for growth Our company is built
upon trust, integnty, and respect for the individual Come join the teaml To apply complete an
application at the Career Centers: 208 South 51h
Street, Murray KY. or 319 South 7th Street,
Mayfielo, KY

Britthaven of Benton now has a full-time position for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment. Must be able to work days, afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton,
KY No phone calls please E0E/AAE
IMMEDIATE OPENHR assistant- organ- INGS, full-time, trainized, computer literate, ing provided, must be
extremely good inter- dependable,
pay
personal skills to work hourly rate and bonusfor a rapidly growing es. Apply in person:
company. Start imme- Signmasters, 8503 US
diately. Call Lorraine. Hwy 68 East, Benton
270-436-2798.
(Fairdealing)

I

4

DIRT
DADOrS
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell nowen

753-9075
j2701227-2193

1 cr 2 BR apartments
No pets? Please leave

me-...sage
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200ano.
753-4109.
1I3R, 411-1/2 S. 8th
St.. $265/m0 + secun-

LARGE
SELECTION
l!SE°APPLIANCES

ty. 474-2520
2 BR, W/D, quiet, no
per
$355
pets.
morith.293-6070.

WARD EILKIP4S

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

3 mo.....---435.1111

Rest of KY/TN1
.
v •
(v.

R9TECH

1989 14x70 Northern
2 Br. 2 Ba, furnisher:).
included.
porches
$6,000 after 5 00
270)436-5701
1998 Patriot, 16x80,_
313R. 2batn. vinyl
sideg, 2x6 walls.
excellent conditioo
(270)489-2525
SCRAP. 2 BR, 2 BA, kitchen
appliances,
CARS
$5,700. 753-9477
2001 16x80 Clayton
, 3-Bedroom. 2Bath, W/Approx 1 acre,
1. V 'liii
new landscaping, 2-car
carport. 12x16 outbuilding, remodeled
150
Articles
inside last year, front
For Sale
porch and beck deck
BOWFLEX ultimate 2. very clean. 759-9362
EASY QUAUrt- Do
$1.uUte 2e3-5662
you own or have
COMPLETE Sand N
access to land? Zero
Sun Easy set pool
down on a new
$275 obo.
16x4ft
Clayton home FREE
Walmart new $399. APPROVAL
270-759-4209.
731484-9429.
HO Televisions
Come oy Olympic
lialtds Hanes For Awl
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
2 BR Doubleivide
Flat screen Plasma &
$350/month deposit
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba. 497 Post Oak Dove
Murray. (270)873-8229
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
.310
of entertainment cenWont To Awe
ters & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Mother ol two seeks to
Satellite. 759-0901
rent 3 bedroom farm
KENMORE 30" white
house within 20 miles
electric flat top range. of Murray for $300warming drawer. Had $400 monthly Cali
1.5 years. $500 obo.
270-991-2003
GE white triton Inclean dishwasher, 4
Amami* For Runt
cycles. $150 obo.
753-6474.

BUYING old US Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Beeson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

We are an Equal Opportunay Employer

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery

Tinws
100.1 Whit!tell. Avt..
Nitirray..KY
l'hmte Of.;

•N1urray 11,e(Igey

SYKESOVERCAST.ItAZEL. KY

S!at*

porehase District Health Department offers an excellent fringe benefit package with an increase in salary
upon successful completion of a 6 month probationary period Applications may be picked up at the
Calloway County Health Center or at any Purchase
District Health Center Resumes DO NOT substitute
for applications Complete applications MUST be
returned to the Purchase District Health Department.
P.O Box 2357. Piatiu::.ah, KY 42002 no later than
close of business June 13. 2008

Sofres For Ssis
3fed.
1[ 3
12,

1isip WNW
[
1831

NewWave Communications wilt provide base salary plus commission
and an excelient benefits package.

get him a subscription to the

Cheek

Hine Weivid

Maintenance Technician

Qualifications:
• Sett-motivate°
• Attention to detail
• Professional attitude and appearance
• Identify. qualify, and develop positive, professional relationships with
prospective clients
• Team Player
• Good organization skills
• Good communication shills
• Previous sales experience preferred

mit Tist% wHa los
tVtRY+iIING

3 ms.---37103
6 me.-SM.08
1 yt

I

HELP WANTED

lisle llaniod

VISA

adult
Semi-retired
male caregiver willing
to sit/provide care for
adults Overnight if
Contact
neccessary
270-753-84301
WILL set with elderly in
home, nursing home.
or hospital. Will also do
house cleaning.
753-7129, 210-4173
Cowan
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks arid
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

(270) 753-1713
tt

ramlualap

Need furniture?
We sell new & used.
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1 407 main
761-7653

28R duplex. nice
CM/A. appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 38R apartments
available. Great Incabon. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

3 & 4 BR townhouses
$630-900 per month
Includes
No pets
washer'dryer
oven/stove, dishwashEm
er and refrigerator
Utilities not
Cei/A
CONSTRUCTION
included Meadowlark
EQUIPMENT: Townhouses
Backhoes, used Case (270)348-0458
530SL 580SM. others.
394BR. 2BA available
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
appliances
now,
stock. Standard & mini
RE 753-9898
36.-42' Coleman
excavators.
Skytrak & Gradall tele- 3 BR 1 5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
scopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23.500. Coleman RE 75.3-9808
650K cabiair 1400hr
3 BR house, CM/A. 1,
UC $64,900.
new
2. & 3 BR Apt
Wanda Snow 731-363753-1252. 753-0606,
3680
761-3694
$3,500
Hiboys
600
JO
Cornerstone
JD 6000 Hicycles
Realty & Rental
57,500 Tobacco
sticks .15 each. Can
Rental Property &
deliver.
Property Mauler-men(
Services available
i5021550-4080
Can 761-7355
ward lementoaerealn curt
MOTORCYCLE
helmets, iackets, &
saddlebags Jerry's
Sporting Goods.
Mayfield.

••'OWNER Finance"'
38R 2BA, near lake.
6058 Dunbar Rd. New
$3.950
Concord
$495/month
down
Bonnie Byerly Broker
(270)752-0729

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648 6056
VERY large 3 BR 2
BA with garage 908
20th St $750 per
month 759-4529

"tweeserantisteronaltallatillitiew

CLASSIFIEDS

48•.narsdaY,Jane 3, 2088

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heist and Az
escepung Applo,utons

tym

F8I30 Corner Lot 027
(.47 acre) Saddle
Creek Subdivision
Clibbs 54010 Rd. &
Atkins Way, Murray
$32,000 obi)
270-759-4209
Fer Ids

3
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.x
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

M

ob Far keit

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, avadabk
now, no pets.
$2601no. 753-5980

1 BR and 2 BR houses
for rent 753-9636
2 BR, 1 BA, -new
hardwood
kitchen,
floors, dose to P-ASU,
attached garage, no
pets. 711 Payne St.
$475 per month,
270-293-3710.
3 Br, -Non-Smoking
brick, storage, nice
yard. no pets $645 per
month. 293e070.
4 BR, 2 BA, brick,
newly
remodeled,
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602
BEAUTIFUL new brick
home for rent. 3 BR.
2.5 BA. 2 car garage,
in new autdivision.
Cat after 5:00
436-5701.
NICE 2 BR, 1 BA,
C/4-1/A, W/D hookup,
fresh paint and carpet.
1522 N 4th St. $400
per month. 2 bay shop
on ,auuerty . Available
for $150. 753-6865

Fami.
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7568

4,000 eq. ft. War.
house available month
to month.
270-632-0012.

1503 Henry St., 3 BR,
2 BA and office, comCO1461E4041 propplete.),
renovated,
erty with 1,500 eq. ft.
gourmet kitchen, granbudding located on
ite. stainless stein,
121N Inside city knks, hardwood floors, deck,
$1,200 month, availIn idly limits. $144,900
able June 151h. Cal
Call 761-4639 or
753-2225
581-446-9422.
OFFICE or retail specs 4 BR, 2.5 BA house,
available. Primo loca- Bonus Room, 2,500
square test- 2212
tion. 753-2906,
Brookhaven Dr.,
293-1480
Murray
OFFICE space for rent, 2 car garage, corner
appx. 1,800 sq.ft. tot Beautifully decorat$1,000
Po, ed, hardwood In LR &
month+doposit. 12th DR. The in kitchen and
street location.
bathrooms.
293.7874.
$229,000
SHOPS
40's48e, (270)559-0980
R, 2
40'x40', gas hest, insu- 905 Doran Rd., 3 Blated., 12 8. walls. BA, brick, corner lot
Located 406 Sunbury Many up-dates, new
Circle, Murray. Cell flooring, HVAC. landscaping/1s hot tub. W/D
Carlos Black
slay. $125,000
270-43e-2336.
753-8005, 293-4269

9 wan old MC rags
tared yellow Lab puppies. 1 male, 2
!amities. let sheets
8200. 270-759-9375
leave message.
ADORABLE
Jack
Russell
pups.
Tricolored, make and
lemaies $86 489-6108
after 5:30. 762-0010.
DOG Obedience
436-2858
Farm raised Australian
Shepherd
puppies,
Pembroke
Welsch
Corgi MC. regietered
Toy Poodles, home
raised, wormed and
shots. Judy Turner
618-499-1282,
618-672-4778
GreaTWrenties pup9499270-5344062.

WAREHOUSES
185C e•
.11,terrle...rf
70

L RENT
MINI-STORAGE
TM S. 4111 ST,
iCerser or 121 S. &
11111 $25 MIS 549
(271)436-2524
(271)2,3-096
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTDRAGE
enside climate control
storage
4Socurity alarmed
"Safe & dean
tWe sell boxes!
i.We rent U-Hauls.
753 9600.

For we 18 acres yerth
pond in Lynn Grove
Beautiful building me
$6,800 per we obo
489-212C

One mote and one
female
Goilie/Ausktulari
Shepherd Mb.
Approximately 14-18
months old. Call 270293-8613 or 270-2939113 end mak* an
offer. Must go to same
home!
Toy Poodles and Mak
Poo's $1504400.
270-489-2761,
270-5134472.

18FT, big bogey, 4
horse, goose rAck
trailer with dressing
- room. $3,600 obc.
270-328-8099.
GOATS for sale
270-290-9046.
270-705-0502

Merray Ledger a Thin.

lsF=v

JP A IRA E-Sp IR - CAS-1111ri
..'ONE FR S REAL i A'f BROKER
to
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• A'rt 't T AP" •‘' 770-623-8466

-DIN- -

EXECUTIVE Brick
36100 square foot
house for sate by
owner on almost 1/2
acre lot! 4 bedrooms,
3 1/2 bathrooms, large
great room with cherry
built-ins and gas fireplace, sunroorn with
custom de design,
dining room with trey
ceiling and wainscoting, gourmet kitchen
with cherry cabinets
with granite countertoes, heedwood *fors,
custom We, crown
molding throughout
house, custom chitdrert's playground in
backyard. Custom
cabinets and surround
sound in and cut of
house. 2 car garage,
professionally tandsaved,custom blinds
and drapes! If interested in see home on
605 Kingsway Cowl in
Wcocigate Subdivision
please call 293-5959
or 290-0902.
Open House Saturday
May 24th 9:00-1:00. 3'
bedroom, 1 -bath.
1200ragel. Brice home
1-1/4 acres. CHA.
Large Fencers
Backyard, Patio.
$75,000 firm. 615804-7444
FSBO: 4 bed/4 bath
updated older home
with ernes, formal onerg room and large eat
in kitchen. 1 1/2 mile
from Murray on 1 acre
mil with fenced back
yard. Hardwood floors,
new carpet and nicely
landscaped. 5129.900,
Call anytime for details
at 270-978-0881.

Federal Far
illegal tO 2
,
64151111• art prefer.
atm lirnitatme or discnntirat
One tesed CO race, coke, teli
gee, ses hands.* familial status or national Olifa, It Oven
Sc, to make any auch preier
Housing An, whicti mikes it

man arneations er deeming'.

Pees For Reel

\II- 1;1\j.!
I 1.1 14 1 11

\1

r-deetsence bowel
ililRivettlea/
Ezietk.s.
Matt ;rashes
293-7672

t.:_t
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'

, - 1,
-

•

RICKINIAINIf---270-752-0313
Owner. Contractor Luke RIckman
Residential Construction of
New Homes,Additions & Remodeling
•Guararttoesi professional & reliable service
•insured
•Competitive & reasonable pricing

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR
24

•

14 OP

44 44

7' ic:. WI he

fue
tiL -.. q Plisatif

• *We
Coadiviv
Rene Woo Raliulas
Wide•Roam Asamono
ALL TiiE LATEST eputrearr:

fa

411

jps

800 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
MCKNIGHT Repair,
108 Ste 's Ln., Alex,
KY. Now offering tat
repair anti used tires,
along with welding,
auto, home repair.
270-227-4325
__....___.

Ned
11a Salsa
(23297114006 •--_
crvin-zeivs

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-6267

amble
r..rnd enor,
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
Call
S248,500.00.
753.2905 or 297-8595.

I
L
-70114rad

99 eitliCei Pees Avenue
Ultra Sedan. 4 0, 3.8L
supercharge, leather,
full power, local owner,
regularly
serviced,
149.000 miles $5,500.
753-8096

Mowing
1
Lawn
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also.
227-SS5F Get

99 Ford Ranger supercab, 4 DR. 82K miles,
loaded sharp. $6.200
978-1548
1999 Ranger XLT, 4
cyt 121k. blue. $2,500.
293-7675.

Sale Pets

USED TIRES

Willy Wicks
06 Chevy Equinox LT.
burgundy,
loaded.
510.900. 753-3643.
753-6848.
94 Cherokee sport,
runs good. $1,450
270-492-8614.
Cars

I

1 f•C

bead Can

01
Ford
Ranger
extericied cab, step
side. great condition,
$3,500 obo.
270-293-8053.

L

i:'EapoKF

FANCY- FAR"; 'K Y- 27
-04)23-8466
_

RENT to own. 3 BR, 2
BA. 2 story, garages, in
ground pool, 5 acres
270-559-1248
TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side, freshly
remodeled, , one side
has double carport
Great location.
$14190000. Call for
further information.
753-2906 or 293-8595.

• - - -.- .
- (270) 227-3574 _

. . R. gains1ill
JP^ MIES
; ,c. -%._ „

Call 753-5606

tras'lirug.corlr

•Reeiderte and Commercial
• Electrical Repair and CanatIMIOn
• Security and Camera Systems
•24 Hour Starytta
• ticaneed And Insured 4`"
‘
;:
-Free Estimates"

Lake View Let At Cypress Soriegs. "KT Lake"
11141011. tinsel Seine Made area Dskyles,1 Week le Fesse Lass
There Is A Dwelling That Is Not Livable
Teresse53.011141.110 Down. lialamoso In 341 Days
ALL 11101ALIE3TATE
Win ea Sold estuirday. Janda 14th Prone The
Pen-year Awatiletra Lonatigill tilt 12:00 Moen
www.jaimeeroesh.0401111 Per Details!

;
,*St„teting at a,:
mountrr
MURRAY Real Estate
alto Licensing Class
June 5-28, Weekends,
270-223-0789 Prepay
$960.00 debittredit

HOUSTON ELECTRIC 8 ALARM

24 Riatli SIERVICT!

Ark cr.ar arts. if* Orst? Tract
Tleralisferlastrasi - Cirenet HItenting
HI Elevation - IS Willem East 01 Hazel
Very Accessible - 1204" Of Paved Bead Frontage
In Calloway Co, ICY Alen The State Line
'1045 State Line Road East. Hazel, KT
Terms: 15% Down, Balance Due In 30 Days
il-argyas Corner Lit Ilea Hassel_p KW
Perfect Homephicee Setting - Large Tre1410
Seers - Warm - lideral km - ihallas lliat Is Di Livable
At The Bank In Hazel, Take Barnett Street East 1 Block To 3rd
Street, Go North To Myers Street, Turn Flight To 110 Myers Street!
TerenwS3.0410.00 Deem, Danwee Iles 3111 Days
1.20 Actress With Frame Dwelling
MOD SS* Int 01411 - swimmer eve
Sewers - Dames. - notswel Sam - inzmiewitar/f/
narressli5,0011.0111 Dewey Illelassos in 30 Days

=VW,

For sale. 3 BR, 1 -B-A,
trick home. East side
re' Murray. 270-2272182.

GONE

r

05 UTX 1300. 6.200
miles, bug windshield
custom paint sharp
270-293-1444.

is stinted to ee

the sate, ming sir advertising

GO
- - •IN• --

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
Se Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

CONMUCT,
_
.ION
. . INC it

.RI C

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stomp grinding, firewood Insured_ 489SELLING, AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION) 2839.
Satesratany, -hone 14th -10:00 AIMS
The Jimmy Gallimore Estate
At McDonald & School Ste, Puryoar, TN
Mang Hwy 611 At Puryear, IN At The Stoplight, Take Wain St West To
weekly & special
55anakl St,Turn Len And Proceed South 2/10 din To School Strom
i local]) ov,
AI SM 4as 2II esasItese-•se K2e-eir as awe I il
25 Antigua And Collector Vehicles'
293-2.Y113
'
1151
15 Wioteroycies - Mirky% ffooda's, Katrasakra 17"
293-2784
30 linsall Tractors
Dozers - Excavators- (graders - Loaders
Truolcs - Trailers - 0 Mobile Homan
Lots Of Items - Como Prepare! re, Spoo‘ rho Dor'
Visit ewe.ansarcash.com for Pfatoroo A Dotal&
Consolotto
Day Of Sok, - Soak Letters A Most!
Ile
a Preordain - Me Credit Cards

Plientakie Ad Noe.

real mtm,17,111ed on haws St
addthon In Mose !near:tad
under frOrral tau
Vie sill knowingly aorpt any
+Awaiting foe real new whit+
is not in rotation of dx law AN
are hereby :mooned
CmalnlscIrrefings airentated are
mast& on an equal opportunity basis
For Natter earatance yet& Fair
Housing Adverrierog remotements, contact NAA Counsel
Rex P Mitam P03164P-1000.

Calhoon Construction, LLC

CikillISIDI-LITIE ACILICICIOBI
)BRANDON'S Outdoor
Thursday Rooting, June 5th - 7:11I P.M. service
Mowing yard cleanThe met= a Logs Atinsti Jamul Earm
up. shrubs bush hogHemmer IRRIsort-sey, ICesesitastoIcy ging. Wing, mach,
Dexter - Hardin Community
grading
Fronting Hwy 1346 And Peeler Road C-(270)978-0643
From Murray, KY, Take Hwy 641 North 7 Miles To Dexter, Proceed East On after 600(270)434
Hwy 1346, Cross Over Ferry 1824 And Proceed On East 3 MHee . Frain 5277
Hardin, KY Al The Jet Of'Hwy 641 & 402", Take Hwy 641 South 1.5 Mlles
To Hwy 1346, Cross Over Hwy 1824 And Proceed On East 3 Mies
4 Ms West Of The Nee
II Few Lane • North Central
'
-1. at iP .i
Ark d11"'Iir ffliM'
'
I
tir
'. Anal t:
les ..S if .441•
,
Issniatectri-.
ROLLING &
LAINI •
- 7.40 SETT1102
Small Farm Tracts Of
40.730 Amos• 22.710 Acres • 53.002 Awes
NADEAU'S
&Vast A Oroat Opportunity
Googol/own
Juin A Short Drive North Of Murray, KY
•Floonng *Decks
Darns - Fences - iliraalnyt_- Now Survey,
*Vinyl siding •All
Home improvements
Ti
oilals
rirz
c
Area
re
Of Trans 1 & 2 Ars 255 in$..4Yet
The
Tamest Mahe. Per 20011. Owes lesil
(270)070-2111
lanehre The Landlords Fllielet Of The Cow inessee.
Licensed/Insured
.
'''.
1• Mr
Preekrat) nadeauconstruction net
ems war ww-Bananisaininfrases was-SEM0arwis
TeiItenwase den
euretaw
vs
to
YSS/araeeitlpt
a
laa CM

- . '.r

www.americancareer-

2,000 sq ft. of retail or
office space C 401
Maple St . on the
square in Murray,
270-9784)698.

cl'VT-z.

All real estate advertised beim

State laws forbid discranatation

Murnay Ledger & 'rinses

783-35tAf
PvIlc,f4Xillattay
hias 94.11-010ea
lee N. Ittli
2004 her,is Classic 28
Flote Bote with preferred luxury package.
depth sounder, rear
entry, 25" tubes, hour
meter (200hrs.). lifting
strakes, 2004 Evinrude
175H P with transferable warranty good
through 7/9/2009 Soft
ride trailer. $26,000.
731-707-0537.
87 Glastron 16' ski
boat, 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours, garage
kept, in excellent
shape, economical fun.
270-210-4219.

Need to sell your
Truck or Car?

LAM
LAWN SUM( I
;
snovvang*,-Martit Imo)
Ilandscapsog P.
101 Va.:simnel;

army Leder &Ilea
270-710-1915

"33-18111 227-0611-

oPiattiein guaranteed"

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 sow eineca
Res., Corn. &
Licensed & Insured
All petto - hug or smail

PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill din &
op soil. (270)2933252

TROYER'S
Construction. Pole
barns, shingles, metal
rooting Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

FREE Border Cada
bred puppies.
270-227-2727.
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BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Wednesday,June 4,2008:
You have much more going for
you than you realize. Often you
discount your abilities, talents
and assets. Look around this
year. See how many people
would like to be walking in your
shoes. Use your innate skills and
add a touch of whimsy, and you
might enjoy what occurs.
Spontaneous results will be best.
If you are single. you will want a
deep. meaningful relationship.
Go for a slow romance. If you
are attached, let both of you
have an equal say, even if you
are on a roll this year. CANCER
understands you a little too well!

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
The Stars Show the Kind of
A to B Moving. Local Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
and long distance 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
moves. Call Bnan at 1 -Difficult
270-705-4156
Al Joe's Mower repair ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Tune-up specials
**** You might feel as if you
Free pick-up/delivery
have your hands full, and you do'
in Murray. 436-2867
Your high energy helps you clew
ALL Carpentry
out many tasks. Others poll
Remodeling, additions away to watch rather than trip
decks, home & mobile you up. Creativity feeds your
home repair, water & mind and actions.
termite damage, tile & TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
hardwood floors 30 ** You could be rnore confused
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo than you realize as you attempt
753-2353 753-0353
to deal with a certain amount of
APPLIANCE REPAIR
chaos. Admit to yourself that you
SERVICE & PARTS cannot handle a situation and
(270) 293-8726 on need help That step could be
759-5534
the very first in resolving the
Chuck Van Buren
issue.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
kl
**** Still at your peak, you
\filth( II 1{,-.),
will clear out a lot. Remember to
call and save time rather than
walk. Efficiency marks your success. Someone might have a lot
of anger or frustration. Listen.
You'll understand.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
TRENCHING
*** Much that goes on might
731-782-3951
not be taking place in an obvious
731-336-5268
spot. Keeping another person's
confidence could be more imporI. k IS
tant than you realize. Investigate
VNPII \I
an option a partner tosses on
your plate. It just might work!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
I.
I ",` I
***** Friends have very
clear ideas, yet they can prove to
-11

be quite supportive even it they
don't see eye to eye with you.
Allow a greater diversity of opinions. You er,courage more openness and gain as well.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to try
something very different with a
boss. Be aware, though, that you
visualize the long-term benefits,
and others simply cannot.
Understanding reaches a Clew
level later in the day especial!),
at a meeting.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** Take an overview. What
might be just a good hunch easily could prove to be logically
right-on. Your follow-through
makes an enomious difference.
Stay in the lead position.
Investigate options simultaneously.
SCORPIO(Oct 25-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to revise
your options anti get to the bottom of a problem rather than
allow it to bubble up again. You
discover that an associate can
help you wore through a maze of
options. Listen.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Investigate your options.
especially if writing, law or travel
is invohred. Start heading into
new types of thinking Be willing
to leave the old behind. A partner
demands more attention than in
:
the past.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 18)
**** What appears as eh
impossible dream on the horizon
could indeed be a mirage. Do
what you are known for -- efficiency. Clear your desk. iun
errands and get your to-do list
done. You will feel much better
as a result.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your imagination is at full
throttle, and you are likely to fill in
the gaps when there are questions. But the question remains:
Have you found the right
answer? Be willing to step back.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Coming out of your
cocoon might be difficult, but a
partner certainly pushes you.
Once you realize what must be
done -- as opposed to what can
be left to the waysida -- it
becomes much easier.

